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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
●   Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
●   Complete your personal information
●   Sign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
•   by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com
•   by post: David Feldman SA, P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva, Switzerland
Please note that written bids close one day before the auction
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to
written confirmation by post or fax.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges.
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.
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will then be able to participate in the auction (you must be
registered before you can enter any bid on our website and/or
bid live the day of the auction). You may also register your bids
in advance of the auction via our web site.
●   Log-in to your account
●   Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
●   Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
●   Click the "Bid" button
●   Repeat for each desired lot
Live Internet Bidding, Worldwide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet.
Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids with
the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were in the
auction room itself.
●   Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page
●   Log-in to the auction
●   Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register
your bid with the auction
●   Defend your bid(s) as needed

Prices Realised
The prices realised are available on our website at the end
of each auction day.
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Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

It gives us great pleasure to present to you this specialised catalogue of Olympic Games
and Football with over 600 lots of philately and memorabilia.
The auction features many important and unique items of Olympic philately, especially
the essays and proofs from 1906 Athens, 1924 Paris, 1932 Los Angeles and the cancelled
games of 1940 Helsinki. This is an opportunity not to be missed for specialists to add these
items to their collections with many of these showpieces not appearing on the market in at
least a generation.
The auction also features a wealth of Olympic stamp usages, varieties, cancellations,
postcards, medals, paper memorabilia and ephemera, so we trust that collectors of all
means and specialisations will be able to find something to add to their collections.
Please feel free to contact us to ask for condition reports, extra scans or even advice on
enhancing your collection; our specialists are on hand to answer your emails and phone
calls. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.
Finally, we'd like to thank our many vendors for showing their trust in us to present their
items and collections in the best way possible. We strive to maximise the potential of their
lifetimes' work through our skills in research, lotting, describing and estimating by producing
a catalogue worthy of displaying their philatelic treasures in their best possible light.

Geneva, October 2021

Ricky Verra
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Ancient Olympia and Pre-Olympics
20000

150 - 200

F / 14
1904 Picture postcard of Olympic with 10l on the address side tied by “OLYMPIA” 23.04.04 double
circle cds, sent to France, scarce and nice card for the introduction of a Greek Olympic exhibit.

20001

340 - 400

14
“La Restauration d’Olympie / L’Histoire, Les Monuments, Le Culte et les Fêtes,” book by Lalox and
Monceaux, 1889, 332x465mm, HB, 228pp, no.253 out of 500, wonderful book, fine condition for its age.

20002

“Olympia, Olympiades and Greece” (translation) in Greek, 157x213mm, 1947 edition, 47 pages,
paperback, signed by the author, pages mis-cut so they are still attached at the top, fine.

30 - 40

Pierre de Coubertin and the IOC
20003

700 - 1’000

F / 14
1896 Pierre de Coubertin handwritten letter addressed to the President of the Paris Municipal Council,
signed “Pierre de Coubertin / Paris le 28 janvier 1896”, very fine and scarce complete letter written
in his hand.

20004

200 - 300

14
1913 “Congrès International de Psychologie et Physiologie Sportives sous le haut patronage du Conseil
Fédéral de la Conféderation Helvétique” by the International Olympic Committee with a detailed report
about the 1913 Congress, pp.244, HB with leather and gilt spine, printed by E. Tosso & Cie in Lausanne,
very scarce book.

20005

1914 IOC Recognition Plaque for Pierre de Coubertin on the 20th Anniversary of the Restoration of the
Olympic Games, silvered bronze, 52x69mm, by H. Kautsch, showing bust of Coubertin in high relief,
4-line French legend below, reverse with winged Nike in clouds holding laurel branch over cities of IOC
meetings and Olympic Games, very fine and rare.

500 - 800

20006

16

100 - 150

1914 IOC Congress in Paris, Olympic Ring stick-pin in brass, plus card for with a programme of the
performance by the Loie Fuller dance school with Olympic Rings and “14 JUIN 1914” at top, fine
and scarce.
Note: This was when the Olympic Rings design was “upside down”.
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20006ex1

20006ex2

20008

20016

20015

20011

20024
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20007

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30 - 50

1925 (May 21) Envelope with continuous machine cancel advertising the Olympic Congress in Prague
in 1925 tying 60h Chainbreaker with perfin, fine.
20008

70 - 100

16
1932 “Les Assises de la Cité Prochaine” by Pierre de Coubertin, subtitled “Conference donnée à Berne le
19 avril 1932”, published by the Bureau International de Pédagogie Sportive, pp.8, very fine and scarce.

20009

1933 “Répertoire des ecrits, discours, et conférences de Pierre de Coubertin”, pp.14, and “Histoire
Universelle” vol.3 by Pierre de Coubertin, subtitled “Les Celtes, Les Germains et les Slaves”, pp157,
published by the Société l’Histoire Universelle in Aix-en-Provence.

70 - 100

20010

1937 “The Revival of the Olympic Games” Coubertin commemorative medal, 85mm, for the death of
Pierre de Coubertin, with his portrait in relief on one side and the legend in German on the reverse with
an athlete holding an Olympic Torch and laurel wreath, very fine.

50 - 70

20011

16

200 - 300

1938 Olympic Congress in Egypt programme booklet, with detailed itinerary for the Congress from
March 10th to March 21st, very fine and rare.

20012

1972 Sapporo IOC Session badge in original box, very fine & rare badge.

9’000 - 12’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

20013

1980 IOC Session in Moscow official Press badge with yellow ribbon, very fine.

70 - 80

20014

1983 IOC headed letter sent by the President of the IOC, Juan Antonio Samaranch, and signed by him
in pen, some paper wrinkling, fine.

40 - 50

20015

16

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1986 IOC Session in Lausanne poster affixed to a board for display in the hotel in Lausanne that the
Session members stayed in (unique as such), 90x128 cm, with design by the renowned artist Hans Erni,
a few minor marks, a very attractive design.
20016

16

80 - 100

1986 IOC Session in Lausanne double-sided stand up display in card, 24x34 cm, signed on the inside
by the artist Hans Erni, very fine and attractive.
20017

1990 Olympic Week in Lausanne poster showing Olympic flame in the Olympic colours, 45x63 cm, two
pinholes at top, fine.

30 - 40

20018

1990 75th Anniversary of the IOC medal, 50x40mm, with logo on one side and legend on other, by
Huguenin, fine.

30 - 40

20019

1990 75th Anniversary of the IOC medal, 50x40mm, with logo on one side and legend on other, by
Huguenin, fine.

30 - 40

20020

1994 IOC Congress in Paris: Badge in the shape of the Congress logo with yellow and black striped
ribbon, gold plated and enamel, incl. original box, very fine.

70 - 100

20021

1994 Centenary: Medal, 70mm diameter, 7mm thick, bronze, depicting Pierre de Coubertin with Olympic
Rings above “COMITÉ / INTERNATIONAL / PIERRE DE COUBERTIN” on one side, and “CENTENAIRE /
OLYMPIQUE / 1894-1994 / C. I. P. C” legend on the other, very fine.

70 - 100

20022

IOC Presentation folder of 31 posters, 34x45 cm, entitled “Hans Erni and the Olympic Theme”, with
thirty different posters for the different Olympic events and one generic Olympic, each in their own
folder, very attractive and scarce.

150 - 200

20023

IOC: 1980s Zeiss binoculars with Olympic Rings on the focus, incl. lens cap, cord, leather case with
Olympic Rings above the Zeiss logo and the original box, given out as a present by the IOC.

80 - 100

20024

16

75 - 100

Juan Antonio Samaranch silver presentation plate in silver, “800” hallmark, 24.9 cm wide, 323g, showing
Olympic rings over facsimile signature in centre of bowl, toned, incl. blue leather case with gilt rings on
top, lined in blue velvet, plus two 1981 IOC Congress in Baden-Baden card labels.
20025

14

70 - 100

IOC Olympic Magazine print of the cover with the design by renowned artist Hans Erni, signed by the
artist himself at the lower right, 70x39 cm, some peripheral creasing, fine and attractive.
20026

F collection / 24
Collection in a ring-binder, a folder and loose of SAMARANCH and IOC related items incl. five signed
postcards signed by Samaranch (President of the IOC), business cards from IOC members incl.
Samaranch and Jacques Chirac (for Paris 1992 candidate city), Olympic Anthem on vinyl, incitations and
greetings cards from the IOC, some IOC and Olympic Museum covers, bulletins, Museum ephemera,
name-place cards for IOC dinner, etc., an interesting group of ephemera for the specialist.
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70 - 100

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Statues: 1902 An American Bronze Study of an Athlete, entitled “THE SPRINTER”, cast from a model
by Dr. Robert Tait McKenzie. The naked youth in starting position, crouching and looking forward,
mounted on an octagonal base, inscribed “R.Tait McKenzie/1902”, the side with foundry inscription
ROMAN BRONZE WORKS N.Y. and Copyright/1902, gold and copper patina; on silver plaque-mounted
mahogany trophy plinth, the hallmarks London, 1925, and with later brass mounted mahogany
presentation case. The bronze 28.8 cm x 22.2 cm x 15.1 cm, an important athletic bronze showpiece.

3’000 - 5’000

Olympic Statues

20027

Provenance: Originally presented by Dr. Tait McKenzie to the Achilles Club, now the UK Counties
Athletic Union, and used as the Achilles Trophy, awarded annually since 1925 to the winning team in the
Inter-County Athletic Championship.
Plus additional literature, including books, magazines, articles and a selection of medals and plaques
including:
� Books: “Tait McKenzie” A Sculptor of Youth by Christopher Hussy, HB, 108pp, “Famous Small
Bronzes” by The Gorham Company, HB, 110pp.
� Medals: Two commemorative medals, plus one medal & one large circular plaque signed “RTM”.
� Magazines & Booklets: 1928 The Mentor, showing the statue on page 24; 1934 The Athlete in
Sculpture, showing the statue on page 6; 1937 News of the World: Presents the British Games,
program showing the statue on page 6; 1938 News of the World: Presents the British Games, program
showing the statue on page 6; 1950 News of the World: Presents the British Games, program showing
the statue on the front cover.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20028

Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 52 cm high x 44 cm wide, showing
the nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set of three rough steps, dark
brown patination, signed Max Kruse Fec, cast by Aktien-Gesellschaft v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing
laurel branch in hand, but a beautiful and rare sculpture.

300 - 400

20029

Bronze statue of an athlete from the ancient games, 37 cm high and mounted on a marble base (45.56
cm x 14 cm), very fine and attractive.

300 - 400
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1896 Athens

20030

3’000 - 5’000

A
1896 Olympics large handpainted essay by P. J. Blanc of an unaccepted 10D design, 13.3x24 cm, in
Indian ink on wove paper, some minor tone spots, with Greek “OLYMPIC GAMES” at top aove the portrait
of Mercury with “HELLAS” below and “DRACHMA • ATHENS” at foot, with artist’s namer and date at
lower left, a unique and highly important essay and a major showpiece of an 1896 Olympics exhibit; ex
Manfred Bergman.
Note: The motifs for the proposed 1896 Olympic issue were proposed by Svoronos. Drawings based on
of these were submitted by Gillieron and Joseph-Paul Blanc (designer of the French “type Blanc” issue).
Gillieron’s drawings were accepted.

20031

200 - 300

P
1896 5l Die proof from the original plate on carton paper in orange-brown, imperf. right marginal single,
corner crease at top right otherwise fine
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

20032

20032

Estimate (€)

20033

P

100 - 150

1896 5l Die proof from the original plate on carton paper in pale grey, imperf. right marginal single, very fine.
20033

H

200 - 300

1896 Olympics 5l with beautiful central strike of the Turkish Occupation 13.05.97 cancellation of Volos in
blue during the early days of the 1897-98 Greco-Turkish War (about 2 weeks after Volos was occupied),
very fine and very rare cancellation on an Olympic issue.

20034

P

400 - 600

1923 Reprint of the 1896 Olympics 1D in grey-brown on yellowish wove paper, very fine and scarce.

20035

P
1923 Reprint of the 1896 Olympics 2D in three colours on a complete sheetlet of yellowish wove paper,
in brown, black and grey-green, very attractive and scarce; ex Manfred Bergman.
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1’000 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20036

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4’000 - 6’000

1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (ATHENS 3): 20l Postal stationery envelope uprated with 1896
Olympics 1l,2l, 5l, 10l (2) and 20l, all tied by Athens “3” cds, with registration label also tied by the strike
against regulations on the stationery die, sent to Belgium with Verviers Station arrival bs, very fine and
an extremely rare registered first day usage, possibly unique; ex Manfred Bergman.
Note: The Athens “3” counter was used for international registered mail.

20037

800 - 1’000

F
1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (ATHENS 1): Envelope with 1896 Olympic 10c and 5c tied by
Athens “1” cds, addressed to a passenger onboard the “Senegal”, with Pireaus arrival bs of the same
day, addressee name erased, fine and fresh, a very scarce usage on the first day of issue.
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20039

20026ex

20041

20058ex

20053

20052

20080

20084
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20087

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20038

H

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (ATHENS 3): 1896 Olympics 25l, 2D and 10D with Athens “3”
cds, 25l with pulled top left corner perf, 2D with corner perf. crease and 10D (signed Vlastos) with light
diagonal corner crease, fine appearances.
20039

150 - 200

H J / 24
1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (ATHENS 3): 1l sheetlet of 25 (without selvedge) cancelled to order
with Athens “3” cds on the first say of issue, perf. reinforcements, attractive multiple.

20040

150 - 200

H
1896 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE (ATHENS 7): 1896 Olympics 5D cancelled by neat and central
Athens “7” cds on the first day of issue, fine.

20041

80 - 100

F / 24
1897 (Jan) Grand Hotel St. Georges illustrated advertising card from Corfu to Germany with 1896 Olympics
1l, 2l vert. pair and 5l tied by KERRYPA cds, Munich arrival and hotel cachet adjacent, eye-catching.

20042

50 - 70

F
1897 (Feb 1) Envelope from Athens to Hydra with 1896 Olympics 5l block of four on the reverse
cancelled by central Athens “1” cds, fine.

20043

100 - 150

L
FORGERIES: 1896 Olympic forgeries group incl. 60l (9), 2D and 10D (3), mostly fine, a useful reference
group for a specialist, ex Tecardi.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20044

CC H G J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1896 Group with “TAMEION” Treasury cachets applied to the front, incl. 1l in two blocks of four and vertical
pair tied to piece from Syros and a mint 1l block of four with central strike of the Syros cachet (some perf.
separation), plus four used singles with 1l, 20l (2) and 40l (odd small fault), an interesting group.
Note: In order to prevent these stamps from being used in Greece to the detriment of the revenue
during the 1897-98 Greco-Turkish War, orders were issued that all stamps still in the hands of the Greek
Government should be overprinted with a special Treasury cachet to mark their validity. The cachet was
normally applied to overprint four small stamps or two large ones. Later, in order to a void confusion with
used stamps, the cachet was applied to the backs of the stamps.

20045ex

20045

20047ex

C H F

300 - 400

1896 Olympics issue group incl. study of fly-speck varieties on 25l (13, with enlarged photos), various
used with a range of cancels incl. 1D used on 5th April 1896 (the day Coubertin met with the King about
the Intercalated Games), mint 5D, 1896 (Nov) 20l Postal stationery envelope uprated on the reverse with
1896 Olympics 5l strip of 5 and vert. strip of 3 uncancelled with one stamp just tied by Stettin arrival
cds, etc., an interesting group (58 stamps, 1 cover).
20046

C H DCE L 

100 - 150

1896 Olympics and 1900 Surcharges selection (100+), mostly used, including forgeries such as the 5D
and some of the Surcharge issues, a genuine 1D on 5D used cert. Eichele, some with nice cancels, mint
incl. 1D, a useful lot, mixed condition.
20047

H L
1896 Olympics group incl. 2D and 10D with CTO ds of the last day of the Games with Athens “3” 3 APR
1896 cds, 10l on piece with first day cancel of Pireaus (genuine?), forged 40l imperf., 13 used 20l with
various cancels, etc. (20).
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1900 Surcharges

20048ex

20048

20049ex

100 - 150

C
1900 “AM” Surcharge mint set of five, 2D on 10D slightly heavily hinged, fine to very fine (Karamitsos €610).

20049

200 - 300

C
1900 “AM” Surcharge mint group of varieties incl. 1D on 5D with “ΔΡΔΧΜΑΙ” for “ΔΡΑΧΜΑΙ” in pair
with normal (large hinge and a little perf. reinforcement, Karamitsos 168a €900), 2D on 10D with the
same variety (slightly toned gum, Karamitsos 169a €440), 5l on 1D with fallen “Λ” (Karamitsos 165g
€50), 5l on1D with largely missing “Ε”, 5l on 1D in vertical pair showing large spacing between “AM”
and “LEPTA” and 50l on 2D with wide “O” (Karamitsos 167a €110), fine and scarce group of varieties
(4 singles, 2 pairs).

20050

20050

20051

700 - 1’000

F
1900 (Dec 29) Bulletin d’Expédition (parcel post card) for a parcel to Trieste franked with 1900 Olympic
Surcharged 50l on 2D vert. pair tied by Athens “8” cds, very fine and very rare.

20051

1’000 - 1’500

F
1901 (Apr 22) Bulletin d’Expédition (parcel post card) for a parcel to Trieste franked with 1900 Olympic
Surcharged 1D on 5D tied by Athens “8” cds, very fine and very rare.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1900 Paris
20052

24

70 - 80

1900 Paris Exposition Union des Sociétés de Tir de France miniature medal for the 7th National
Shooting Competition, 21mm diameter, very fine.
20053

24

40 - 50

1900 Paris Exposition bonze medal awarded to L. Blanquart, has been overly polished on one side with
some wear to the relief, other side very fine.
20054

F

100 - 150

1900 Paris Exposition, group of 76 postcards (mostly picture pc’s of the various buildings), US
advertising cover, as well as 24 chocolate company souvenir cards, a bookmark, fold-out plan, two
booklets of 18 gravure views, and a stereoscopic card.
20055

F

100 - 150

1900 Paris group of 10 cards with Exposition cancels incl. the Expo flag machine cancel on five Expo
cards, double circle Expo ds of Beaux Arts, Rapp, Alma and Iena, and one with Palais du Costume
vignette, some small faults.

1900-1904 Intervening Championships
20056

1903 Nuremberg Gymnastics Festival, set of 6 unused illustrated postal stationery cards incl. the
original wrapper plus extra np.3 unused and used (toned).

100 - 150

1904 St. Louis

20057

1904 St. Louis Universal Exposition commemorative medal, very fine.

120 - 150

20058

F / 24

200 - 300

1904 St. Louis World’s Fair group incl. 47 illustrated postcards (many used, some with “EXPOSITION
STA” or “WORLD’S FAIR ST. LOUIS” cancels), 4 illustrated advertising covers, a postally used panoramic
viewcard pack and a 1903 World’s Fair on cover, a lovely group.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1906 Athens

20059
20060

20059

200 - 300

A
1906 Olympics photograph essay of the artist’s design for the 10l in bromide on photographic paper,
stamp size, affixed to thick card, a very rare item in the development of this issue.

20060

200 - 300

A
1906 Photographic essay of the classic Greek image used for the 25l in bromide on photographic
paper, showing Hercules and Antaeus wrestling, 10.3x5.4 cm, mounted on card, a very rare item in the
development of this issue.

20061

200 - 300

A
1906 Photographic stamp-size paste-up essay of 25l in bromide on photographic paper, showing
Hercules and Antaeus wrestling and “OLYMPIC GAMES” at top and the value and “ATHENS 1906”
below, mounted on card, a very rare item in the development of this issue.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20063

20062

20062

200 - 300

A
1906 Photographic essay of the central vignette of the 40l in bromide on photographic paper, 8.1x8 cm,
mounted on card, a very rare item in the development of this issue.

20063

200 - 300

A
1906 Olympics photograph essay of the artist’s design for the 50l in bromide on photographic paper with
pen additions to the value to make “50”, stamp size, a very rare item in the development of this issue.

Detail of the essay.

20064

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 1l & 2l values, stamp-size in black and grey in ink
and watercolour on thick card, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Detail of the essay.

20065

2’000 - 3’000

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 3l & 5l values, stamp-size in black and grey in ink
and watercolour on thick card, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.

Detail of the essay.

20066

2’000 - 3’000

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 10l value, stamp-size in black and grey in ink and
watercolour on thick card, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Detail of the essay.

20067

2’000 - 3’000

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 20l & 50l values, stamp-size in black and grey in
ink and watercolour on thick card, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.

Detail of the essay.

20068

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 25l value, in black and grey in ink and watercolour
on thick card, with additional redesign of the duty tablet affixed on top, an attractive and unique
showpiece of this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Detail of the essay.

20069

2’000 - 3’000

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 1D/2D/3D values, in black and grey in ink and
watercolour on thick card, horizontal bend below, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex
Manfred Bergman.

Detail of the essay.

20070

2’000 - 3’000

A
1906 Original handpainted essay in the design of the 5D value, in black and grey in ink and watercolour
on thick card, attractive and unique showpiece for this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20072
20071

20071

100

P
1906 1l Die proof from the original die on card in black, some foxing otherwise fine.

20072

100

P
1906 5l Die proof from the original die on card in light brown, fine.

20073

20073

20074

J P

600 - 800

1906 Olympics 10l brown, imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of nine, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2008, a few toned spots, fine & rare.
20074

J P
1906 Olympics 25l brown imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of six, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2011, a few tone spots, fine & rare.
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600 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20075

C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

1906 30l Dull Purple mint with DOUBLE IMPRESSION in pair plus small portion of adjacent stamp,
straight edges at left and right (possibly printed in the margin) and separated perfs inbetween, fine and
scarce with only 2 sheets known, signed by various incl. Deilakis.

20076

600 - 800

J P
1906 Olympics 50l green imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of six, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2012, a few tone spots, fine & rare.

20077

400 - 600

P
1906 5D Die proof in yellow on card, with ms “Dr. 3” annotation by the Greek post office at top indicating
that it was the chosen colour for the 3D, initialled at lower right, several pin holes with one affecting the
design, rare.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

20078

P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

1906 5D Die proof in black on card, with ms “Dr. 5” annotation by the Greek post office at top indicating
that it was the chosen colour this value, initialled at lower right, several pin holes, rare.

20079

J P

600 - 800

1906 Olympics 5D rose imperf. proof on carton paper in sheetlet of six, printed later as a sample of
Perkins Bacon’s work, with hs H2014, a few tone spots, fine & rare.
20080

P / 24

400 - 600

1907 New Year’s card from the Director General of the Greek Postal Administration with reprints of the
1906 Olympics set, printed by Segg & Co., small corner faults at top left and lower right, attractive.

20081

P
1906 Athens proofs on card incl. 1l, 3l, 10l, 25l, 30l and 40l all trimmed to stamp-size plus perforated
5D, fine to very fine.
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

One of Only Two Known First Day Covers

20082

7’000 - 10’000

F
1906 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY ISSUE: COMPLETE OLYMPIC SET tied by Athens cds on envelope sent
registered to Italy, Athens registration label, reverse with Bologna and Rome cds, some creasing, an
extremely rare cover with only two known.
Provenance: “Parigi” (DF Feb 1999).
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20088ex

20089

20092

20094

20095

20097
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20100

20096

20104

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20083ex

20083

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20086

100 - 150

H
1906 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: 1906 Olympics 20l and 25l with first day cancels: the 20l with crisp
Athens “4” cds, faint diagonal crease, very fine appearance and rare; and 25l with Athens cds of the first
day of issue with some heavy toning otherwise fine and rare.

20084

200 - 300

F / 24
1906 (Mar 25) FIRST DAY OF ISSUE: 1906 Olympics 1l pair, 3l and 5l on postcard cancelled by Patras
cds, year unclear, however the front-side of the card has message written in German “I send your the
new stamps, made on occasion of the Olympic Games”, with dateline “Patras 7/IV/06” (Gregorian date),
very rare, signed Diena.

20085

80 - 100

G
FIRST DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 9) 2l,5l, 10l and 30l tied to separate small pieces by complete
“ATHENS / ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” special cds, very fine.

20086

50 - 60

H
SECOND DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 10) 2D cancelled by “ATHENS / ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC /
GAMES” special cds showing inverted date and month slug, very fine.

20087

200 - 300

F / 24
FOURTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 12) Picture postcard with 1906 Olympics 10l tied by “ATHENS
/ ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” special cds and showing inverted day & month date slug (with day
unclear), sent to Austria, with grey vignette adjacent and damaged blue example on picture side, only
four postally used cards recorded with this variety.

20088

200 - 300

F / 38
FIFTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 13) Picture postcard with 1906 Olympics 10l tied by ATHENS /
ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES special cds with further strike on the other side, plus the same franking
tied by normal Athens cds, both sent to the same recipient in France, very fine.
Note: The Olympic Village was at Zappeion so many of the cards with this cancellation are written by
the athletes.

20089

200 - 300

F / 38
SIXTH DAY OF GAMES: 1906 (Apr 14) Picture postcard to Switzerland with 1906 Olympics 1c, 2c, 3c
and 5c plus official vignette in blue all tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / (ZAPPEION)” cds, with
Chuax-de-Fonds arrival adjacent, very fine and attractive.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

20090

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

EIGHTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 16) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1906 Olympics
1l, 2l, 3l, 5l, 10l (2), 20l and 25l tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / STADION” cds, endorsed “R.
No. 13” with Germany railway registration label added in transit, Darmstadt arrival, some minor foxing
affecting the stamps, a very attractive franking and one of only six known registered letters from the
Stadium post office according to Bergman; ex Manfred Bergman.

20091

F
EIGHTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 16) Envelope sent registered to Belgium with Olympic 1D
tied by the special “ATHENS / STADION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” cds, with ms “R. No. 14”, Brussels and
Bruges arrival bs along with red and blue versions of the official vignettes and a vignette depicting a
part of ancient Athens (all untied), fine and very rare, one of only six known registered letters from the
Stadium post office according to Bergman; ex Manfred Bergman.
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20092

F / 38

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

NINTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 17) Picture postcard franked on the picture side with 1906
Olympics 1c tied by “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / ZAPPEION” cds, not sent, very fine.

20093

2’000 - 3’000

F
TENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 18) Envelope sent registered to Bohemia with 1906 Olympics
2l, 3l, 20l and 25l tied by the special “ATHENS / ZEPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” cds, with ms “No. 16”
registration number, Prague arrival bs, very fine and extremely rare, the only recorded registered letter
from the post office at Zappeion Palace according to Bergman; ex Manfred Bergman.

20094

300 - 400

F / 38
TENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 18) Official picture postcard showing the Opening Ceremony
with Olympics 5l block of four (corner fault at top right) cancelled by the special ATHENS / STADION /
OLYMPIC / GAMES cds, sent to the USA with arrival ds, the only item recorded with a 5l block of four
according to Bergman.
Note: Since the date plug was not changed for the 19th, we can’t be exactly sure on which day this
was posted.

20095

200 - 300

F / 38
TENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 18) Picture postcard with 1906 Olympics 1l top marginal pair
showing PERFORATION VARIETY with double perforation of one of the perforating columns (shifted up
and right and not punched through), cancelled by ATHENS / STADION / OLYMPIC / GAMES special
cds, fine

20096

200 - 300

F / 38
TENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 18) Picture postcard of Queen Olga with 1906 Olympics 2l
and official red vignette cancelled by the “ATHENS / STADION / OLYMPIC / GAMES” cds (stamp tied,
vignette not but definitely belongs), with further strike on reverse, cancelled by favour and not sent,
minor foxing, scarce.

20097

300 - 400

F / 38
ELEVENTH AND FINAL DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 19) 5l postal stationery postcard, unadressed,
with Olympics 1l, 3l, 5l, 10l and 20l tied by the special ATHENS / ZAPPEION / OLYMPIC / GAMES cds,
fine. Note that the Olympic Village was at Zappeion.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

20098

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

ELEVENTH AND FINAL DAY OF THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 19) Official picture postcard showing the
Opening Ceremony with Olympics 2l and 3l uncancelled but with the special ATHENS / STADION /
OLYMPIC / GAMES cds adjacent (dated 18th in error but with ms date for 19th), fine, signed Tsironis.

20099

H

180 - 240

1906 Olympic used set of 14, with many nice central strikes of Athens cds especially on all the horizontal
values, difficult to replicate in such quality of the strike, very fine.
20100

F / 38

200 - 300

REVENUES: 1906 Olympic 5D with “THEMIS” revenue overprint on complete document, very fine
and scarce.
20101

M

50 - 70

REVENUES: 1906 Olympic 2D with “THEMIS” revenue overprint on complete document tied by violet
oval cancel and ms, very fine.
20102

M

50 - 70

REVENUES: 1906 Olympic 2D and four 50l “Flying Mercury” with “THEMIS” revenue overprints on
complete document cancelled in ms, very fine.

20103

C H DCE 

200 - 300

1906 Olympics issue selection (80+), mostly used, incl. the Olympic “STADION” cancel on Olympics 1l,
2l, 3l, 5l, 10l, 20l, 30l and 5D and “ZAPPEION” on 3D, also some maritime cancels, some mint incl. 3D
(three mint & one no gum and thin), a useful mixture, mixed condition.
20104

F / 38

300 - 500

1906 Olympics group of 20 covers and postcards, incl. the Olympic cancels with “ACROPOLIS” 18 Apr
1906, “ZAPPEION” Apr 22 1906 (which also has a vignette which was added later) and “ZAPPEION”
18 Apr 1906, also Olympics 10l tied by Bulgarian maritime cancel to postcard, an unusual maritime
usage with Olympics 1l, 2l, 3l and 5l along with stamps from Italy, Portugal and Monaco on postcard all
cancelled in Syracuse, unused illustrated postcard of Georgios Aliprantis (won the rope climbing event),
cover with 25l and cover sent registered with 25l pair, 10l on postcard from Athens on the 3rd day of
the Games with green official vignette tied on arrival, etc., plus 2 modern reproductions, a nice lot (22).
20105

F
1900-50s, Group of 73 picture postcards of Athens, with 25 showing the Olympic stadium, 9 showing
scenes from the 1906 Games incl. German real photo ppc, rest with scenes of Athens or Ancient Greece.
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100 - 150
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20105A

1906 Athens, two contemporary photographs by Berliner Illustrations-Gesellschaft mbH, one showing
pole vaulter and one showing Finnish Verner Järvinen in action who won gold in the Greek style discus
and third in the discus freestyle.

80 - 100

20106

44

100 - 150

1907 All-Sokol Rally in Prague official report, HB, pp.348, Czech language, very fine and rare, ex library
of Baillet Latour (ex IOC President).

1908 London

20107
20109

20107

1908 London participation medal, 50mm, pewter, fine.

20108

F

150 - 200
40 - 60

1908 London group of 45 picture postcards of the Franco-British Exhibition, with 15 showing the
Olympic stadium, some used with Exhibition cancels, plus block of four of the vignette in brown.

1908-1912 Intervening Championships
20109

1908 German Gymnastics Festival in Frankfurt silvered badge and ribbon, depicting gymnast and horse
above legend, date and logo, very fine and scarce.

200 - 300

Note: At the 1908 Olympics German gymnasts were instructed to only participate in the demonstration
events (just as they had resisted to participate in previous Olympics). However 11 disobeyed the order
and took part in the Games and 6 took part in the demonstrations (which were poorly attended).
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20106

20111

20113
20112

20114

20115

20116

20117
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1912 Stockholm
Memorabilia
20110

100 - 150

44
1912 Stockholm participation medal, 51mm, fine.

20111

300 - 400

44
1912 Stockholm official report in English, dedicated inside to Count Albert Gautier-Vignal (IOC member)
from the Swedish Olympic Organising Comittee, some minor soiling to the cover, much scarcer in English.

Organising Committee Envelopes and Publicity Cachets
20112

200 - 300

F / 44
1912 Stockholm. Pre-Games publicity cachet “JEUX OLYMPIQUES / STOCKHOLM 1912 / LE 29 JUIN - 
22 JUILLET” on envelope to New York, with two Oscar 10ö tied by Hässleholm cds, fine and very scarce.

LBR. / STADION Cancels
20113

400 - 600

F / 44
1st Day: 1912 (Jun 29) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard,
card crease, fine and scarce cancel.

20114

400 - 500

F / 44
2nd DAY: 1912 (Jun 30) Official picture postcard of the Stadium by Granbergs with 5ö tied by
“STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” cds, very fine and scarce, sent on the day of the Football 2nd round
(GB vs Hungary).
Note: Only 269 postcards, 93 letters, 5 printed matter and 1 express cover were sent from the stadium
on this day.

20115

600 - 800

F / 44
5th DAY: 1912 (Jul 3) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on picture postcard,
very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Consolation Football Tournament Semi-Final
between Austria and Italy.

20116

600 - 800

F / 44
7th DAY: 1912 (Jul 5) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 10ö to picture postcard
of the stadium, fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the finals of the Lawn Tennis, Shooting and
Football Consolation Tournament (although non were held at the Stadium).

20117

600 - 800

F / 44
9th DAY: 1912 (Jul 7) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard of the interior of the stadium (no.87), very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the
Running Jump, Javelin, 200m, Dsicus, 1500m, 100m final, 800m final, Tug-of-War and Wrestling at the
Stadium.

20118

600 - 800

F / 46
10th DAY: 1912 (Jul 8) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on picture postcard of
the stadium, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Walking 1000m, Standing Jump, 400m
Relay, High Jump, 10’000m, Tug-of-War, Wrestling and Gymnastics.

20119

400 - 600

F / 46
11th DAY: 1912 (Jul 9) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard of a Swedish Hammer Thrower (no.56), very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the
5’000m, Javelin, 1’500m, 400m Relay, Tug-of-War ad Wrestling at the Stadium.
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20119

20120

20121

20122

20123

20124

20126
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20120

F / 46

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

600 - 800

12th DAY: 1912 (Jul 10) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to postcard of the
stadium, fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Shot-put, 200m, 5’000m, Pole Jump, 1’500m,
Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.
20121

600 - 800

F / 46
12th DAY: 1912 (Jul 10) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cds tying 5ö to official Olympic
picture postcard depicting the start of the 1500m in the Pentathlon (incl. the famous Jim Thorpe), very
fine and rare cancel, sent on the day of the Shot Put, 200m, 5’000m, Pole Jump, 1’500m, Wrestling and
Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20122

400 - 600

F / 46
12th DAY: 1912 (Jul 10) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cds tying 5ö to picture postcard
depicting Marathon runners in the Olympic stadium, very fine and rare cancel, sent on the day of the
Shot Put, 200m, 5’000m, Pole Jump, 1’500m, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20123

600 - 800

F / 46
13th DAY: 1912 (Jul 11) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying two 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Finnish female Gymnasts, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the 110m
Hurdles, 10’000m Walking, Shot Put, 200m, Pole Jump, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20124

400 - 600

F / 46
13th DAY: 1912 (Jul 11) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard of the British tug-of-war team (no.116), very fine and scarce cancel, plus unused example of
the same card.

20125

900 - 1’200

F / 48
14th DAY: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying a 5ö to three different
picture postcards of the stadium, all sent by a participant of on of the four singing concerts on 12th &
13th to his daughter, fine and scarce cancels, sent on the Discus, 400m, Running Jump, 2’000m Team
Race, 110m Hurdles, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20126

600 - 800

F / 46
14th DAY: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official postcard
of interior of the stadium (no.87), fine and scarce cancel, sent on the Discus, 400m, Running Jump,
2’000m Team Race, 110m Hurdles, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20127

600 - 800

F / 48
14th DAY: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish team at the Opening Ceremony (no.80), very fine, plus unused example of the
same postcard, a very scarce cancel, sent on the Discus, 400m, Running Jump, 2’000m Team Race,
110m Hurdles, Wrestling and Gymnastics at the Stadium.

20128

400 - 600

F / 48
14th Day: 1912 (Jul 12) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard,
fine and scarce cancel.

20129

600 - 800

F / 48
15th DAY: 1912 (Jul 13) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying two 5ö on official picture
postcard of the Swedish female Gymnasts (no.64), fine and scarce cancel, plus unused example of
the same postcard, sent on the day of the Standing High Jump, Decathlon, Discus, 400m, Team Race
3’000m and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20130

600 - 800

F / 48
15th DAY: 1912 (Jul 13) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish women’s Gymnasts marching (no.73), card with a couple of creases, fine, a
very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Standing High Jump, Decathlon, Discus, 400m, Team Race
3’000m and Wrestling at the Stadium.
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20125ex1

20125ex2

20125ex3

20127ex

20128

20130ex
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20129

20131ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20131

F / 48

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

15th DAY: 1912 (Jul 13) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö pair to picture
postcard of the Russia-America Line Steamer “Birma”, very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the
Standing High Jump, Decathlon, Discus, 400m, Team Race 3’000m and Wrestling at the Stadium.
20132

600 - 800

F / 50
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official postcard
of the male German Gymnasts (no.120), very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon,
Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20133

600 - 800

F / 50
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to postcard of the
stadium, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m
Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20134

600 - 800

F / 50
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official postcard of
a Swedish female tennis player (no.25), some minor foxing, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day
of the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20135

600 - 800

F / 50
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish pistol shooting team (no.39), very fine, a very scarce cancel, sent on the day of
the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20136

600 - 800

F / 50
16th DAY: 1912 (Jul 14) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard
of the stadium, very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon, Hammer, Marathon, 1’600m Relay
and Wrestling at the Stadium.

20137

400 - 600

F / 50
17th DAY: 1912 (Jul 15) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard
of the stadium, very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Decathlon, Hop Step & Jump, Cross
Country and 1’600m Relay at the Stadium.

20138

600 - 800

F / 50
18th DAY: 1912 (Jul 16) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö on official picture
postcard showing coloured illustration of the stadium (no.11), very fine and scarce cancel, a very scarce
cancel, sent on the day of the Horse Riding at the Stadium.

20139

600 - 800

F / 50
18th DAY: 1912 (Jul 16) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official picture
postcard of the Swedish Gymnasts entering the stadium (no.85), very fine, plus unused example of the
same postcard, a very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Horse Riding at the Stadium.

20140

400 - 600

F / 52
18th DAY: 1912 (Jul 16) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard,
fine and scarce cancel, a very scarce cancel, sent on the day of the Horse Riding at the Stadium.

20141

400 - 600

F / 52
19th DAY: 1912 (Jul 17) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to official postcard
of the Swedes who won the Modern Pentathlon (no.162), very fine and scarce cancel, sent on the day
of the Horse Riding at the stadium.

20142

400 - 600

F / 52
21st DAY: 1912 (Jul 19) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying two 2ö and 1ö to official
postcard depicting Greta Johansson (winner of the diving), very scarce cancel.
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20132

20133

20134

20135

20136

20137

20138

20139ex
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20143

F / 52

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’000

22nd DAY: 1912 (Jul 20) “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” special cancel tying 10ö to picture postcard
of the Skeppsbron quay surrounded with illustrations of the Swedish stamps in use at the time, very
fine, a very scarce cancel especially on this day as only 106 postcards, 64 letters and 4 printed matter
were sent from the stadium on this day.

STADION Cancels

Detail of the backside.

20144

4’000 - 6’000

F
1912 (Jun 14) Incoming envelope from St. Petersburg to the post office at the Stockholm Stadium,
with 7k franking underpaying the rate and charged 12ö with postage due label, backflap with the rare
“STOCKHOLM / STADION” 29.6.12 cds (first day of the Games), then franked with 10ö and 2ö to
pay the postage due and tied by the “STOCKHOLM / LBR. / STADION” cds, a fantastic and unique
franking; ex Manfred Bergman.
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20140

20141

20142

20143

20154ex2

20154ex1

20157
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20154ex3

20159

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20145

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’000

3rd DAY: 1912 (Jul 1) “STOCKHOLM / STADION” special cancel tying 5ö to picture postcard of the
stadium, very fine and rare cancel, sent on the day of the Football Consolation Tournament at Rasunda
and Traneberg, only 376 items of mail were handled in the stadium post office on this day (105 letters,
212 postcards and 59 printed matter).

20146

50 - 70

G
20th DAY: 1912 (Jul 20) “STOCKHOLM / STADION” special cds tying 5ö to small piece, a very crisp
strike of a rare cancel on a day when only 174 items were sent from the Stadium post offices incl. the
LBR cancel.

Vignettes
20147

80 - 100

CC 
1912 Official vignette in scarce CZECH language, mint n.h., seldom offered.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20148

1913 First Russian Olympiad in Kiev: Group of four pins/badges, incl. VIP’s badge made by the House
of Marchak (a rival to Fabergé in the day) showing a crowned laurel & oak leaf wreath with enamelled
legend and image of St. Michael(?), plus a small silver fob with chain showing discus thrower, white metal
fob showing worker with sword above legend, and brass pin-badge (missing pin) with “OLYMPIADA”
above discus thrower in wreath, a rare group (4); ex Manfred Bergman.

3’000 - 4’000

20149

F

2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1912-1916 Intervening Championships

1913 First Russian Olympiad in Kiev: 1913 (Aug 9) 2k Romanov newspaper wrapper sent from Kiev
by the Pan-Russian Olympic Committee with violet circular cachet below with legend “All-Russian
Olympiade Exhibition 1913 / Olympic Committee”, addressed to the Moscow Royal Yacht Club (whose
boat won Gold in 1912), Moscow arrival bs, a fine and unique philatelic item from this Games; ex
Manfred Bergman.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20150

1913 (Aug 24) British Olympic Novice Trials: Medal awarded to Frank Briggs in the 1500m Scatch, front
Britannia with Lion and shield bordered by the Trials legend and reverse with engraved with award
legend, with loop, some oxidising, fine.

100 - 150

20151

1913 British Amateur Swimming Association Olympic Trials: Bronze medal awarded to R. Lassam in the
220 yard breast stroke, front showing swimmer in front of pool bordered by “OLYMPIC TESTS,” reverse
with engraved legend, with loop, very fine.

100 - 150

20152

1914 British Amateur Swimming Association Olympic Trials: Silver medal awarded to A. Sutton in the
100 yard back stroke, front showing swimmer in front of pool bordered by “OLYMPIC TESTS,” reverse
with engraved legend, hallmarked, with loop, very fine.

100 - 150

20153

F

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20150

20151

20152

1’000 - 1’500

1914 Second Russian Olympiad in Riga: Official vignette tied to postcard by “XXe ANNIVERSAIRE
DU RETABLISSMENT DES JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1894-1914” cachet, sent from Riga with 4k tied by
machine cancel, minor foxing, very rare.
20154

100 - 150

52
1914 German Reichs Committee Olympic Trials held by the Army, three medals, in gilt, silver plate and
bronze with legend “DEM SIEGER IM OLYMPIA PRUFUNGSKAMPF”, the bronze medal with inscription
“HOCHSPRUNG / NURNBERG 14.6.14”, some minor discolouration caused by adhesive tape, fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20155

1916 Dutch National Games in Amsterdam: Silver medal for the 110m Hurdles, silver, toned except for
patch on reverse where it was stuck down, plus bronze commemorative medal with loop.

120 - 150

1916 Berlin
20156

F

80 - 120

Group of 15 picture postcards of the Deutches Stadion that was to be used for the 1916 Games, incl.
real photo postcards, some used, some showing events taking place, a scarce group.
20157

F / 52

800 - 1’000

1913 (Jun 8) Picture postcard of the stadium cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES /
STADION” 8.6.13 3-4 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, datelined “Stadion”, fine and
rare, plus 1914 “Sportliche Jahreszeiten” unused postcard for Olympic fund-raising.

20158

F
1913 (Jun 8) 5pf Official postal stationery card for the Grünewald stadium cancelled by the special
“BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES STADION” cds dated 8.6.13 4-5 N, sent on the day of the
inauguration of the stadium between 4pm-5pm during the football match and hence very rare as such,
with official vignette adjacent, very fine, cert. Jäschke-Lantelme (2003), plus an official stadium postcard
franked with 5pf tied by Berlin SW 7.6.14 roller cancel.
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1’300 - 1’600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20159

F / 52

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’000

1913 (Jun 8) Picture postcard of the stadium with 5pf cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD /
DEUTSCHES / STADION” 8.6.13 5-6 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, with text
mentioning a more official card, fine and rare.
20160

700 - 1’000

F / 58
1913 (Jun 8) 5pf official postal stationery card cancelled by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES
/ STADION” 8.6.13 6-7 N cds on the day of the inaugural day of the stadium, with official vignette
adjacent, creased, rare.

20161

600 - 800

F / 58
1913 (Jul 27) Picture postcard of the stadium with 5pg tied by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES
/ STADION” 27.07.14 7-8 N cds, fine, sent by a spectator at the swimming competition at the Great
Summer Sport Festival (26-27 July).

20162

500 - 700

F / 58
1913 (Jul 27) Picture postcard of the stadium with 5pg tied by “BERLIN / GRUNEWALD / DEUTSCHES
/ STADION” 27.07.14 7-8 N cds, vert. crease, fine, sent by a spectator at the Great Summer Sport
Festival (26-27 July).

20163

1916 Berlin, proposed medal and trial medal for the Games by Ernst Moritz Geyger, 9.8 cm diameter,
bronze, both showing a crowned eagle on a podium with “OLYMPISCHE BERLIN 1916” surround, and
the complete medal with warrior holding sword and shield with engravers name on the other side, very
fine and extremely rare duo, the first time we have offered these items.

20164

F / 58

1’000 - 1’500

800 - 1’200

1916 Winter Games: Pair of illustrated postcards with typed legends on the front promoting the
cancelled Winter Games at Feldberg and Schwarzwald, one with legend “Winter-Olympiade Januar
1916 im Schwarzwald” and sent from Feldberg 18.1.14, the other with legend “Interna. Winterspiele
4.-6.2.1916 Feldberg/Schwarzwald” and sent from Schwarzwald 20.2.17, fine and unique cards, in fact
being the only two philatelic souvenirs known of the non-celebrated 1916 Winter Games.
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20160

20162

20178ex1

20178ex2

20164ex1

20164ex2
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20176ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1920 Antwerp

20165

2’000 - 3’000

A
Essay for the central design of the issued 1920 Olympic 15c, using a print of a larger classic Greek
scene affixed to card with grey-wash surround to highlight the figure, 11.2x11.3 cm, with changes to his
hair, outstretched forearm and right knee is white and black ink, reverse with pencil “1920” and “F6248”,
a unique and important essay in the development of this stamp; ex Manfred Bergman.

20166

1’000 - 1’500

P
1920 Olympics stamp-size photographic proof of the original essay of the 15c on thick white paper,
some minor creasing, endorsed in pencil on reverse “F6248”, very rare (Stes 3151), plus two imperf.
proofs (?) affixed to small pieces of card (faults); ex Manfred Bergman.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20167A

Estimate (€)

COB 179 ND

100 - 150

COB 179ND-181ND

300 - 400

20169
20168

20167

20167

Cat. n°

C
1920 Olympics 5c imperforate lower marginal, mint lh, very fine.

20167A

C

1920 Olympics imperf. mint hr set of three, the 5c with small amount of gum loss, fine to very fine
(COB €1'575).
20168

CC 

COB 184-Cu

200 - 300

1921 Olympics 20c on 5c with surcharge inverted, mint nh lower marginal, toned perf. at top not showing
through too much, some slight black paper adherence, very fine and scarce variety (COB €1’350).
20169

C

COB 184-Cu

100 - 150

1921 Olympics 20c on 5c with surcharge inverted, mint lh, very fine and scarce variety, signed Williame
(COB €750).

20170

20170

CC 

20171

20172

20173

COB 185 var

200 - 300

COB 186-Cu

100 - 150

COB 186-Cu

100 - 150

COB 186-Cu

100 - 150

1921 Olympics 20c on 10c with surcharge inverted, mint nh with small natural gum skip and some
small tone spots on the gum, very fine and scarce variety, not listed by COB.
20171

C H

1921 Olympics 20c on 15c with surcharge inverted used with neat cds, very fine and scarce variety
(COB €725), plus normal 20c on 5c and 20c on 15c mint.
20172

C

1921 Olympics 20c on 15c with surcharge inverted, mint og, very faint gum bend mentioned for
accurary, very fine and scarce variety, signed Williame (COB €750).
20173

C

1921 Olympics 20c on 15c with surcharge inverted and displaced, mint og, couple of small tone
spots on the gum, very fine and scarce variety (COB €750).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20174

F

COB 186-Cu

600 - 800

20175

1920 Antwerp. Reproduction of the official poster, 25x35 cm, with the 1920 Olympic set in pairs on
pieces affixed to the poster with the special Olympic cds (date of the cross country which Nurmi won),
attractive.

90 - 100

20176

C F J / 58

1921 Olympics 20c on 15c with surcharge inverted tied to 1921 (May 19) envelope from Hombeek
to Brussels, with postman’s “763” numeral adjacent, some insignificant toning around stamp, fine and
very rare variety on cover.

200 - 300

1920 Antwerp Swiss fund-raising group incl. fund-raising postcard with mathcing vignette (type 1) on
picture-side with two 5c tied by Vevey cds, very fine and scarce usage; fund-raising card with 1920
Berlgium Oly moiuc set of 3 on reverse tied by Antwerp cds; unused fund-raising card; picture postcard
with Swiss fund-raising vignette (type 2) tied by Bern cancel; and mint block of 6 Swiss fund-raising
vignettes (nearly in strips of three, two stained).
20177

70 - 100

C H F
1920 Antwerp group incl. unused Swiss fundraising postcard and two different mint vignettes, four
official vignettes, ppc of the stadium, registered cover with franking incl. the surcharge set, registered
postcard with the surcharge set.

1920-1924 Intervening Championships
20178

100 - 150

58
1922 Svenska Spelen (Swedish Games) award plaque in bronze by Sporrong & Co., 40x56mm, showing
Thor and Games legend on front side and reverse with date and award inscription for 2nd place in the
110m hurdles, with small wooden presentation frame, very fine.
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20181

20180

20182

20183

20185A

20184

20185ex1
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20185ex2

20185B

20187

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20179

1924 Chamonix second place silver winner’s medal by Raoul Bénard, stamped “2 ARGENT” on the
edge, weight 77g, a couple of minor edge nicks, an extremely rare medal; ex Manfred Bergman.

10’000 - 15’000

20180

F / 62

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1924 Chamonix

200 - 300

SEVENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 1) Envelope from the Savoy Palace hotel in Chamonix
with “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX - MONT-BLANC / JANVIER 1924” special roller cancel tying 25c
Semeuse, Bonneville arrival bs, sent on the 7th day of the Games, very fine.
20181

150 - 200

F / 62
SEVENTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 1) Picture postcard with “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX
- MONT-BLANC / JANVIER 1924” special roller cancel tying 10c Semeuse, sent on the 7th day of the
Games, some minor foxing, fine.

20182

200 - 300

F / 62
EIGHTH DAY OF THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 2) Picture postcard with “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX - 
MONT-BLANC / JANVIER 1924” special roller cancel tying 10c Semeuse, sent on the 8th day of the
Games, fine.

20183

200 - 300

F / 62
TENTH AND FINAL DAY OF THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 4) Picture postcard of an ice hockey match with
“SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX -  MONT-BLANC / JANVIER 1924” special roller cancel tying 10c
Semeuse, fine.

20184

200 - 300

F / 62
1924 (Feb 6) Picture postcard with “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX - MONT-BLANC / JANVIER 1924”
special roller cancel tying 10c Semeuse on the LAST DAY OF USE of this cancel, fine.

20184A

1924 Chamonix, "Pathé Baby" film reel of the Bobsleigh competition with printed label "VIIIth
OLYMPIAD, Chamonix 1924 / Bobsleigh", one from a series of Pathé movies on the 1924 Summer and
Winter Games.

70 - 90
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1924 Paris

20189

20214

20215ex2

20217ex
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20201

20215ex1

20216

20219

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1924 Paris
Memorabilia
20185

500 - 800

62
1924 (Jun 9) “Maccabi” Sports & Athletic Organisation of Eretz-Israel headed letter sent to the Secretary
of the Organising Committee in Paris, typed and signed by General Kisch, the President of the Maccabi
Organisation in Palestine, informing the secretary of the delegation they are sending to the Paris
Games, with handwritten testimony on the reverse on behalf of Kisch by the French General Consul in
Jerusalem with Consular cachet, an interesting and an important document for Israel.

20185A

240 - 300

62
1924 Paris Press badge, with "PRESSE" at top with Games legend in blue enamel surround "C.O.F." and
Games logo with coloured Olympic Rings at top, numbered 4334 on reverse with complete fixing, scarce.

20185B

300 - 400

62
1924 Paris official's badge, with "OFFICIEL" at top with Games legend in white enamel surround
"C.O.F." and Games logo with coloured Olympic Rings at top, numbered 2674 on reverse with complete
fixing, some oxidisation, scarce.

20186

1924 Paris official report with black embossed cover, French text, minor wear to the spine with a little
sellotape, fine.

20187

62

70 - 100
200 - 300

Leather luggage bag with the official 1924 Paris Games luggage label, a rare usage.
20188

1924 Paris commemorative dish/ashtray in brass, with Olympic legend surrounding laurel branches,
star and ball (basketball?), fine.

30 - 50

Essays and Proofs

20189

3’000 - 4’000

A / 66
1924 Paris Olympics original ink and pencil essay by E. Becker of the 25c value showing an athlete
doing the Olympic salute over Paris, in black on tracing paper, this being the exact item used to make
the photographic stamp-size reproductions in brown and blue, small imperfections, a unique and highly
important essay of this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20190

A

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

1924 Paris Olympics photographic essays in brown (3), stamp size with hand-cut perfs affixed to
an envelope, all similar to the issued designs of the 25c, 10c and 50c, endorsed at top “Epreuve
photographique” and signed E. Becker, one of only two known groups of these essays (the other in
blue), ex Lilljedahl; ex Manfred Bergman.

20191

A
1924 Paris Olympics photographic essay in blue of the 25c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic
salute above Paris (see lot 20189 for the original hand-drawn essay), stamp-size on wove paper, very
fine and rare.
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20193
20192

20192

400 - 600

A
1924 Paris Olympics photographic essay in brown of the 25c value showing an athlete doing the
Olympic salute, stamp size with simulated perforation on carton paper, corner perfs creased, very fine
and rare.

20193

400 - 600

A
1924 Paris Olympics photographic essay in brown of the 25c value depciting Marianne holding Nike in
the palm of her hand, stamp size on carton paper, very fine and rare.

20194

2’000 - 3’000

A
1924 Paris Olympics essay in paint and crayon of the 10c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic
salute above Paris, in green, dark green and white on paper with simulated perforations affixed to piece,
14x9 cm, showing “POSTES” at top and rays from the Arc de Triomphe, an attractive and unique essay;
ex Manfred Bergman.
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20195

A

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3’000 - 4’000

1924 Paris Olympics essay in paint and pencil of the 10c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic
salute above Paris, 24.5x15.5 cm, in black on paper with annotations in the margins in French indicating
a switch in position of the value and “RF”, and that the colour of the “RF” should be greyed and the
“POSTES 10” in white, with the sky and the athlete in deep green and the terrain in light green, a unique
and highly important essay showing a step in the evolution of the design; ex Manfred Bergman.

20196

A
1924 Paris Olympics handpainted and etched essay in black of the 10c value showing an athlete doing
the Olympic salute above Paris, in black on thick card, 15x10.5 cm, very fine and unique essay which
shows the switch in position of the “RF” and “POSTES 10” which the notes on the essay in lot 20195
highlight, an important showpiece of this issue; ex Manfred Bergman.
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20197

E

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

1924 Paris Olympics essay of the 30c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic salute, in black ink,
China white and pencil on thick card, 11.5x17 cm, with corrections to the design as highlighted in the
annotated die proof in the previous lot with the squared corners, the diagonal shading under the arm,
the tapering columns and the sans-serif “F” of “RF”, as well as showing closer similarities to the issued
50c stamp such as the shading on “8e. OLYMPIADE” and font-style on “PARIS / . 1924 .”, an important
and unique essay; ex Manfred Bergman.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

20198

P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1924 Paris Olympics plate proof of the essay of the 30c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic
salute, stamp size in black on wove paper, very fine and very rare.

20199

P

2’000 - 3’000

1924 Paris Olympics die proof of the essay of the 30c value showing an athlete doing the Olympic
salute, in green in sheetlet format on glossy paper, with pen corrections to the frame and sketches in the
margin showing proposed changes to “RF” and “30”, signed by the artist “Etat / E. Becker”, a unique
working essay, copy of the cert. Calves (1987).
20200

P
1924 Paris Olympics proof of the complete centre of the issued 25c before removal of sections to fit the
duty frame, 14x11 cm, in black on wove paper, showing the Paris Games ship logo and legend at the
lower right which was partially obscured in the issued design, very fine and rare.
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300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20201

P / 66

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1924 Paris Olympics proof of the unissued 50c Nimes stadium design in blue (mono-colour), 14x11 cm,
very fine and scarce.

Issued Stamps and Varieties
20202

CC C J 

Maury 183

200 - 300

1924 Olympics 10c in two complete mint sheets of 75 showing three panes of 25, both mounted in a
frame with various flaws highlighted, great for the specialist
20203

CC C J 

Maury 184

200 - 300

1924 Olympics 25c in two sheets of 75 each showing three panes of 25, one complete with all selvedge,
each in different shades, both mounted in a frame with various flaws highlighted, great for the specialist.

20204
20205

20204

DCE 

Maury 184a

200 - 300

1924 Olympics 25c imperforate, no gum, originating from the imperforate printer’s presentation sheet,
light bend and light crease at top right corner not affecting the appearance, signed Calves.
20205

C H

Maury 184c

200 - 300

1924 Olympics 25c imperf. on three sides top left corner marginal, mint lh, and 25c imperf. on three
sides used with slogan cancel, both have had their lower perfs trimmed to simulate fully imperforate
stamps, still scarce.
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced downwards (affecting the first row of 5 stamps) were
discovered, making the stamps imperforate on three sides. Most of the stamps were cut on their
perforate side to simulate completely imperf. stamps which explains their narrow lower margin at foot.

20206

C H

Maury 184c

200 - 300

1924 Olympics 25c imperf. on three sides mint lh (signed Roumet), and 25c imperf. on three sides used
with cds, both have had their lower perfs trimmed to simulate fully imperforate stamps, still scarce.
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced downwards (affecting the first row of 5 stamps) were
discovered, making the stamps imperforate on three sides. Most of the stamps were cut on their
perforate side to simulate completely imperf. stamps which explains their narrow lower margin at foot.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Maury 184d

700 - 1’000

20208

20207

20207

CC C 

20211

1924 Olympic 25c imperforate se-tenant with perforate in right marginal vertical strip of five, mint og
and only mounted in margin at top and a reinforcing small separation below third stamp, very fine and
very rare in this format (Maury €4’600+).
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced downwards (affecting the first row of 5 stamps) were
discovered, making the stamps imperforate on three sides. Most of the stamps were cut on their
perforate side to simulate completely imperf. stamps which explains their narrow lower margin, and
hence examples se-tenant with a perf. stamp are very rare.
20208

CC C 

Maury 184d

700 - 1’000

1924 Olympics 25c imperf. on three sides top marginal in vertical se-tenant pair with normal which has
been expertly re-attached, mint full og with hinge at top only, fine and scarce (Maury €4’600).
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced downwards (affecting the first row of 5 stamps) were
discovered, making the stamps imperforate on three sides. Most of the stamps were cut on their
perforate side to simulate completely imperf. stamps which explains their narrow lower margin, and
hence examples se-tenant with a perf. stamp are very rare.
20209

CC J 

Maury 185

1924 Olympics 30c in mint nh complete sheet of 75, showing three panes of 25, two stamps faulty at
top right, some minor creasing, a scarce multiple (Yv. €2’025).
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20210

CC C J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Maury 186

500 - 700

1924 Olympics 50c in mint part sheet of 55, showing two complete panes of 50, 45 stamps mint nh,
vertical perf. separation on 2nd pane hinged together which has cause some stains, otherwise fine and
scarce multiple (Yv. €5’495).
20211

H / 74

Maury 186a

3’000 - 4’000

1924 Paris Olympics 50c imperforate vertical strip of three, used with indistinct Epinal 1924 cancels,
just touching at right on lower stamp, fine and very rare, probably the largest multiple extant, of which
there are only 25 possible singles and only around 12 have been recorded to date.
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced to the right (affecting the first column of 5 stamps) were
discovered at the Epinal Post Office by two postal clerks, making the stamps imperforate on three sides.
Of the 25 that could exist, only 11 have been found (6 covers with a single, 1 cover with a pair and a
used strip of three).

20212

F

Maury 186a

5’000 - 7’000

1924 Olympic 50c IMPERFORATE tied to cover by EPINAL R.THIERS Jul 24th cds along with 30c
Olympic and 10c Pasteur, registration label adjacent, arrival backstamp, envelope with vert. crease
away from stamps, fine and extremely rare, one of the rarities of the 1924 Olympics issue; ex Manfred
Bergman.
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced to the right (affecting the first column of 5 stamps) were
discovered at the Epinal Post Office by two postal clerks, making the stamps imperforate on three sides.
Of the 25 that could exist, only 11 have been found (6 covers with a single, 1 cover with a pair and a
used strip of three).
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

20213

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Maury 186a

5’000 - 7’000

1924 Olympic 50c IMPERFORATE vertical pair tied to cover by BRIEY / MEURTHE ET MOSE Sep 21st
1924 cds, registration label adjacent, arrival backstamp, envelope with vert. crease away from stamps,
very fine and extremely rare, signed Calves, one of the rarities of the 1924 Olympics issue; ex Manfred
Bergman.
Note: 5 sheets with the perforations displaced to the right (affecting the first column of 5 stamps) were
discovered at the Epinal Post Office by two postal clerks, making the stamps imperforate on three sides.
Of the 25 that could exist, only 11 have been found (6 covers with a single, 1 cover with a pair and a
used strip of three).

Covers and Cancellations
20214

F / 66

100 - 150

DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul) Picture postcard to Marseille with 1924 Olympic 10c tied by
“COLOMBES / STADE OLYMPIQUE” cds and reverse with the Marseille “JEUX OLYMPIQUES / PARIS /
MAI-JUIN-JUILLET / 1924” slogan machine cancel, datelined “Village O., 1e Juillet”, some faults, a very
rare combination of Olympic datestamps and thought to be unique by the collector.
20215

F / 66
DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 9 & 11) Pair of postcards showing the two Olympic poster designs,
both with Olympic frankings (one with 25c & two 10c, other 50c) and both tied by crisp Olympic slogan
machine cancels, sent to Switzerland, a scarce usage of these cards with Olympic franking and cancels,
fine and very attractive pair.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20216

F / 66

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 13) Picture postcard of the Stade de Colombes franked on reverse by
the complete Olympics set tied by slightly unclear strikes of the “COLOMBES / STADE OLYMPIQUE”
cds, sent to Belgium with postman’s numeral hs, fine and attractive.
20217

100 - 150

F / 66
DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 15 & 17) Group of 30c Olympic postal stationery cards, the first with
“JEUX OLYMPIQUES / PARIS / MAI-JUIN-JUILLET / 1924” Le Havre machine cancel (top left corner
creasing) and the second with the Olympic roller cancel (light crease at left), plus two fine unused examples.

20218

1’200 - 1’500

F
DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 19) Envelope sent registered to Switzerland with 1924 Olympic set of
four plus extra 30c and Semeuse 5c all tied by “COLOMBES / VILLAGE OLYMPIQUE” cds with very
rare “COLOMBES / OLYMPIQUES” registration label below, Basel arrival, very fine and attractive.

20219

100 - 150

F / 66
DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 19) Picture postcard of the Stade de Colombes franked on reverse by
the Olympics 50c tied by “COLOMBES / VILLAGE-OLYMPIQUE” cds, sent to Switzerland and possibly
signed by Swiss athletes, very fine.
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20224

20226

20227

20228ex

20231

20232ex
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20220

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Jul 24) Envelope with two Olympics 10c and Semeuse 5c tied by
“COLOMBES / STADE OLYMPIQUE” cds, paying the correct rate (rare as such), with further
“COLOMBES - STADE OLYMPIQUE” hs and “JEUX OLYMPIQUES MAI à JUILLET 1924” hs, fine and
attractive.
20221

400 - 600

CC C H G F 
1924 Paris group of stamps and covers, incl. six covers with Olympic frankings incl. one registered
to Switzerland with complete set, Swiss Rowing Federation vignette for the Games tied to reverse of
cover, examples of Olympic machine cancel on cover and piece, two unused postal stationery cards,
four unused art deco illustrated cards by Blanche illustrating Rugby, Rowing (2) and Running (some
imperfections), AN Paris ppc of the Uruguay football team, range of mint and used plus mint Syrian and
Lebanon overprint sets, an interesting lot, great for further expansion.

Postcards
20222

200 - 300

F / 78
1924 Paris maxi card showing the statue of Milo of Croton franked on the picture side by Olympic 30c
tied by “Paris R.P / Affranchisis” 23 5 24 cds on the FIRST DAY OF ISSUE, with later “COLOMBES /
VILLAGE OLYMPIQUE” cds, unsent, a fine and popular maximum card.

20223

100 - 150

78
Blanche: Folder for the Blanche illustrated postcards, two examples which are ideal to display the front
and the logo of the printer Henri François, very scarce (no postcards included).

20224

500 - 700

F / 78
Blanche: Wrestling 15c postal stationery card used on the FIRST DAY OF ISSUE, cancelled by 1924 (Jul
25) Olympic slogan machine cancel, with message in French “Printing 59f series of 8 cards 1st issue
of 15c green Pasteur 25 Juillet 1924”, sent by the President of the Association of Postal Stationery
Collectors to himself, fine and rare.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20225

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

Blanche: Rowing 15c postal stationery card cancelled on the first day of issue by “JEUX OLYMPIQUES /
PARIS / MAI-JUIN-JUILLET / 1924” Paris 25 VII 1924 slogan cancel, sent to Germany, very fine and rare.
20226

F / 78

100 - 150

Blanche: Javelin 15c postal stationery card uprated with Olympic 25c and Pasteur 30c tied by Paris
18.08.24 cds, sent to England with airmail label, very fine and scarce.
20227

F / 78

100 - 150

Blanche: Javelin 15c postal stationery card uprated with Olympic 50c and Semeuse 5c tied by Paris
18.08.24 cds, sent to England with airmail label, very fine and scarce.
20228

F / 78

150 - 200

Blanche: Rowing 15c postal stationery card, two examples with one used 1924 (Aug 18) and uprated
with Olympic 50c and Semeuse 5c to England, plus unused card, a nice pair to display.
20229

F

100 - 150

Blanche: Rowing 15c postal stationery card, two examples with one used 1924 (Sep 10) and uprated
with Semeuse 30c to Austria (corner crease), and an unused card, a nice pair to display.
20230

F

150 - 200

Blanche: Rugby 15c postal stationery card sent to England uprated with Olympic 30c and 25c tied by
Paris 1924 (Aug 18) cds, very fine and scarce usage with Olympic stamps.
20231

F / 78

100 - 150

Blanche: Rugby 15c postal stationery card uprated with Olympic 25c and Pasteur 30c and cancelled by
Paris cds, sent to England with airmail label, very fine and scarce.
20232

F / 78

100 - 150

Blanche: Running postcard with 15c die omitted, very fine and scarce.
20233

F
Blanche: Running 15c postal stationery card cancelled Paris 17 VIII 1924 slogan cancel, sent within
Paris, very fine.
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20234

F / 82

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

Blanche: Wrestling 15c postal stationery card uprated with Olympic 50c and Semeuse 5c and cancelled
by partial Paris cds, sent to England with airmail label, very fine and scarce.
20235

700 - 1’000

F / 82
Blanche: Group of 10 USED Blanche postal stationery cards, with illustrations of Boxing, High Jump,
Rugby (2), Running (2, one missing stamps), Tennis (2), Wrestling (2), six uprated for sending abroad,
some stamp faults, a rare group of these attractive cards in used condition.

1924 Olympic Issues of Other Countries
20236

200 - 300

F / 82
1924 (Jul 31) Uruguay Football Champions set of 3 in blocks of four franked on three individual covers
tied by the special “CAMPEON MUNDIAL DE FOOTBALL” 31 JUL 1924 registered slogan cancel,
Montevideo bs, very fine and attractive philatelic frankings, each signed J-F Brun.

1925 Prague Congress
20237

100 - 150

F
1925 Prague Congress group of 15 official postal stationery cards, different coloured legends, each
cancelled by the special Congress cancellation, on various days incl. 24.V (9), 29.V, 2.VI, 3.VI (3) and
4.VI, one toned otherwise fine to very fine, plus piece with the Congress roller cancel.

20238

100 - 150

F
1925 Prague Congress set of five postal stationery cards with different coloured legends, all cancelledto-order with the Congress cancellation, very fine.

1925-1928 Intervening Championships
20239

150 - 200

82
1925 1st Workers’ Olympiad. Poster for the winter events, 34x47 cm, in black on toned paper depicting
a skier with the legend “Wintersportliche Wettkämpfe in Schreiberhau”, designed by W. Hielscher, some
minor tears, rare.

1928 St. Moritz

20240

1928 St. Moritz participation medal, 37mm, bronze, some minor rim nicks, fine and scarce.

400 - 600
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20236
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20257

20258

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20241

F / 84

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1928 (Feb 9) Picture postcard of St. Moritz’s ski jump with 10c William Tell and “Pro Olympiade” 10c
fund-raising label tied by Silvaplana cds and label below with Games legend below, very fine and scarce
with the vignette tied.
20242

150 - 200

F / 84
1927 (Oct 30) Picture postcard of St. Moritz with 10c Pro Juventute and official poster vignette in
German both tied by Moritz Dorf cds, very fine and scarce with the vignette tied, plus the same vignette
in French (mint nh & very fine) and German (heavy hinge, part gum).

20243

400 - 500

F / 84
FIRST DAY OF THE GAMES: 1928 (Feb 11) Official illustrated Olympic postcard (depicting horse riders)
with 10c William Tell tied by Moritz Dorf cds with official poster vignette in Italian and “Pro Olympiade”
10c fund-raising label adjacent, very fine and scarce.

20244

700 - 1’000

F
1928 (May 25) Swiss Olympic Committee printed envelope for the Executive Committee, sent from
Lausanne to Geneva with 20c tied by Singing Festival slogan machine cancel, very fine and rare.

20245

40 - 60

C F
1928 St. Moritz group of 7 official illustrated postcards (3 different designs, one faulty) with four used
(after the Games), plus four Erdal-Kwak illustrated cards (small corner fault on each) and two vignettes
(one creased).
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20262
20263

20265
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20266

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1928 Amsterdam
Memorabilia

20246

1928 Amsterdam participation medal, 55mm, bronze, some toning, incl. broken original box, fine.

120 - 150

20247

Paavo Nurmi silver commemorative silver medal made by Sporrong of Sweden, hallmarked “999S”
as well as “925”, 256g, depicting stylised head in relief on one side and other with the Games he
participated in, incl. original wooden box, very fine.

40 - 50

20248

1928 Amsterdam Official Report (deluxe edition), English text, 241x298mm, HB with a gold effect cover
and gold lettering, sellotape reinforcement to the edges of the spine, fine and rare version of this official
report.

250 - 300

20249

1928 Amsterdam: British Olympic Association Official Report of the IXth Olympiad, 326pp, 31
photographic plates, an extensive report on the 1928 Summer and St. Moritz Winter Games, minor
cover faults, contents very fine, a rare book.

30 - 50

20250

1928 Amsterdam official programme for Athletics, no.30, 5th August, fine.

20 - 30

20251

1928 Amsterdam: Commemorative “photo album”, 272x195mm, book containing 32 pages of photo
illustrations with the main focus on Dutch participants, each with legend below in Dutch, German,
French and English, cover has some foxing and creasing but the pages are fine; and three examples of
“Sport in Beeld” (Sport in Pictures) magazine, 218x314mm, dated 14th Feb (portion of a page cut out),
7th Aug and 10th Aug 1928, the first with images of the Winter Games, the other two full of images and
articles on the Summer Games, average condition.

50 - 70

20252

1928 Amsterdam: Commemorative Olympic Events plate, 250mm, multicolour, made by Société
Ceramique, Maastricht, showing supported city shield surrounded by legend and bordered by images
of 6 events.

70 - 100

20253

Plate: 1928 Olympic commemorative blue & white porcelain plate, 25 cm, made by Société Céramique
Maastricht with Amsterdam City Shield in centre surrounded by six Olympic events: soccer, rowing,
running, swimming, cycling and tennis, fine & scarce.

60 - 80

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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20254

1926-65, Group of 17 press photos from an Argentinean archive of the famous Johnny Weissmuller,
with seven of him from the time when he was swimming, six of private life and four from his movie life,
some with mark ups for printing.

80 - 100

20255

Jonny Weissmuller, original drawing in pencil of his caricature by French artist André Lebon (with his
workshop hs).

70 - 100

20256

82

150 - 200

1942 “Tarzan’s New York Adventure” movie poster featuring Johnny Weissmuller (Olympic Gold medal
swimmer in 1924 and 1928), Argentinean version entitled “Tarzan Contra el Mundo”, 74x108 cm, folded
into 8, very fine.
20257

82

150 - 200

1948 “Jungle Jim” movie poster featuring Johnny Weissmuller (Olympic Gold medal swimmer in 1924
and 1928), Argentinean version entitled “Jim de la Selva”, 74x108 cm, folded into 8, minor imperfections
as to be expected but overall fine for display.
20258

82

150 - 200

1951 “Fury of the Congo” movie poster featuring Johnny Weissmuller (Olympic Gold medal swimmer in
1924 and 1928), Argentinean version entitled “Tarzan en el Congo”, 74x108 cm, folded into 8, very fine.

Issued Stamps, Covers and Cancellations
20259

1928 Amsterdam Olympics issue publicity poster, 18.8x26 cm, depicting all the stamps in the set with
legend below “Het prijsverschil komt ten bate van het Nederlandsch Olympisch Comité”, very fine.

20260

CC 

80 - 100

600 - 800

1928 Olympics 10c with variety IMPERF. AT RIGHT between stamp and margin, mint nh, very fine and
scarce (NVPH 217V €2’750), plus five other imperf. stamps and a block incl. Monaco 1948 1F.
20261

F / 84

200 - 300

“NATIONAL COLLECTION OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES 1928” printed envelope sent on 28th Feb 1927
to the Swiss shooting society as part of the fund raising that started that day, with Bern machine frank,
Avers arrival backstamp, envelope has faults and has been refolded to improve its appearance, very rare.
20262

F / 84

200 - 300

1928 (May 22) 10c on 12 1/2c postal stationery card by Leiden, cancelled by VIOLET Olympic pentagonal
“N2” ds, fin and rare example of this cancellation in violet.
20263

F / 84

200 - 300

1928 (Jun 6) Organising Committee printed envelope sent to Weesp, with Amsterdam 7 1/2c machine
frank, very fine and scarce.
20264

F
1928 (Jul) Set of three Esperanto printed sheets, each with Olympic legend the Olympic set tied by the
Olympic pentagonal ds with either “N1” (Jul, no day slug), “N2” (4th Aug) and “N3” (11th Aug) codes, fine.
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20265

F / 84

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1928 (Jul 3) Esperanto printed envelope for the Olympics with 1928 Olympics set of eight and the brown
official vignette all tied by the Olympic pentagonal “N1” ds, horizontal crease clear of stamps, very fine
and attractive.
20266

70 - 100

F / 84
1928 (Jul 5) American-Hotel printed envelope (which was used by the Organising Committee for
accommodation) with Olympic set tied by “N2” Olympic pentagonal cancels, sent by airmail to
Switzerland with arrival ds, fine.

20267

150 - 200

F / 88
1928 (Aug 7) Envelope sent registered with complete Olympics set of eight tied by the Olympic
pentagonal “N2” ds with “AMSTERDAM STADION” registered label, addressee neatly erased, very fine.

20268

100 - 150

F / 88
DURING THE GAMES: 1928 (Aug 9) Envelope sent registered from the Stadium to Rotterdam with
the 1928 Olympic set of eight tied by the Olympic pentagonal “N2” ds with “AMSTERDAM STADION”
registered label below, arrival bs, odd faint tone spot on stamps, fine.

20269

120 - 180

C H F
1928 Amsterdam group, with 10 covers/cards incl. set tied to France National Sports Committee
envelope by “N2” Olympic cancels (foxed), set on postcard, set tied to cover by “N1” Olympic cancels,
“N3” cancel on non-Olympic franking and various usages of the Olympic stamps; also Esperanto
Olympic sheet with set tied by “N2” Olympic cancels, advertising card for Western Union in Spanish
depicting the stadium tower, unused poster postcard, etc., a nice group.

Huygens Postal Stationery Cards (ordered by Series number)

20270

500 - 700

F
1928 Amsterdam 7 1/2c official postal stationery card by Huygens, design all in brown, very fine and
very rare with no more than 10 existing at most (Jonker type A.2).
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20271

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

1928 Amsterdam 7 1/2c official postal stationery card by Huygens, design all in brown and black, very
fine and very rare with no more than 10 existing at most (Jonker type A.3).
20272

100 - 120

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 3001-4000), unused, vertical
crease otherwise fine.

20273

300 - 400

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 4001-5000), cancelled by the
Olympic pentagonal ds, very fine and scarce as such.

20274

100 - 120

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 5001-6000), unused, very fine.

20275

100 - 150

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 6001-7000), used with Overveen
11.VII.27 cancel, very fine.

20276

90 - 120

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 1-1000), unused, some minor
tone spots, very fine.

20277

70 - 100

F
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 3001-4000) cancelled by
Overveen cds, small corner crease, very fine.

20278

70 - 100

F
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie A. 6001-7000), cancelled by
Amsterdam Central Station 8.1.1927 machine cancel, very fine.

20279

90 - 120

F / 88
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie B. 1-1000), unused, some minor
tone spots, very fine.
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20280

F / 90

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1928 Amsterdam Huygens 3c official postal stationery card depicting Swimming, with “De Regentes”
advert below, unused, very fine.
20281

100 - 150

F / 90
1928 Amsterdam 5c official postal stationery card by Huygens (Serie F. 1) depicting football, unused,
two vertical creases, still a scarce and popular card.

Postcards
20282

180 - 220

F
1928 Amsterdam official picture postcards by Weenenk & Snel, group of 15 unused, numbered 1-6,
9-12, 17, 64, 70, 88 and 98, some faint foxing, very fine.

1928 Olympic Issues of Other Countries

20283

200 - 300

C P
Portugal: 1928 Olympic 15c imperf. proof on gummed paper, very fine and very scarce, plus mint issued
stamp and forged proof of the central vignette (stamp with red colour bleached).

20284

500 - 800

DFE / 90

AZORES: 1928 (May 24) American Consular Service printed envelope front sent locally in Azores with
1928 15c Olympic fund-raising stamp in combination with Azores 40c tied by Ponta Delgada, very fine
and extremely rare if not unique usage in the Azores.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.
20285

400 - 500

F / 90
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 22) FIRST DAY: Envelope sent within Lisbon franked with 10c and 5c paying
the unsealed envelope printed matter rate in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, very
fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20286

300 - 400

F / 90
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 22) FIRST DAY: Envelope from Lisbon to Souzel franked on the reverse with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival ds adjacent, some toning around the
stamps, a fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20287

200 - 300

F / 90
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 22) FIRST DAY: Envelope sent locally in Lisbon franked with 40c in combination
with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, some heavy foxing around the stamps, a rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.
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20291

20293

20294

20297
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20292

20295

20296

20299ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20288

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4’000 - 6’000

PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Envelope sent locally in Lisbon with Olympic 15c showing
reversed transfer error (the image of the stamp being in mirror-image) with 32c and 48c tied by Lisboa
cds, some minor toning around the stamp caused by the gum, a very rare variety and probably unique
on cover; ex Manfred Bergman.
20289

400 - 500

F / 90
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Commerical envelope from Setubal to Santarem franked
with 40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20290

400 - 500

F / 90
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Envelope sent from Vila Nova di Gai into Gaia franked with
15c paying the unsealed envelope printed matter rate in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic
15c, very fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20291

300 - 400

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Envelope from Porto to Lisbon franked on the reverse with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, some toning to the stamps otherwise fine
and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20292

200 - 300

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 23) SECOND DAY: Postcard (not sent) with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c
cancelled by favour at Sao Bento (which was prohibited), very fine and unusual.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.
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20298

20329

20330

20300ex1

20312

20313

20300ex2

20304ex1
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20304ex2

20304ex3

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20293

F / 92

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 500

PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) THIRD DAY: Commerical envelope from Lisbon to Porto franked with 40c
in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, arrow pointing to the stamp in pen
otherwise fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.
20294

400 - 500

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) THIRD DAY: Commerical envelope from Ovar to Santarem franked with
40c in combination with the obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival bs, very minor toning to the stamps
otherwise very fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20295

300 - 400

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) THIRD DAY: 25c Postal stationery card from Vizela to Porto franked with the
obligatory 1928 Olympic 15c, arrival ds, some toning around the stamp, a fine and rare usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20296

300 - 400

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1928 (May 24) Commercial envelope with 1928 15c Olympic fund-raising stamp in
combination with 40c Ceres tied by Villa Nova de Ourem cds, with Santarem arrival bs, some minor
toning to stamps, fine and scarce usage.
Note: This 15c stamp was obligatory for 3 days from May 22-24 in 1928 for mail sent within Portugal.

20297

200 - 300

F / 92
PORTUGAL: 1934 (Jun 13) Envelope with 1928 Olympic 15c in combination with other issues (40c, 40c
and 75c, underpaying the correct rate by 5c but not taxed), all tied by Lisbon machine cancel, sent to
Austria, fine, a very unusual late and illegal usage of this Olympic stamp (it was only valid for 3 day from
May 22-24 in 1928).

20298

200 - 300

DCE / 94
URUGUAY: 1928 Olympic Football Champions set of three affixed in a Postal Administration folder,
some minor peripheral tape marks, fine.

20299

200 - 300

F J / 92
URUGUAY: 1928 Olympic Football Champions set of three in blocks of four tied to envelope sent
registered to San Carlos on the 2nd day of issue (30 Jul 1928), tied by Montevideo cds, very fine and
attractive philatelic franking of this popular issue, plus 6 modern commemorative stamps of players
from the team.

1928-1932 Intervening Championships
20300

100 - 150

94
1930 French-German Championship in Hannover, winner’s medal in bronze awarded by the German
Sports Authority for Athletics, 100mm, showing relay runner, very fine.

20301

200 - 300

F
1932 (Dec 1) Envelope from Switzerland with Pro Juventute set on First Day of Issue express cover, one
stamp showing wrestling and one showing shot put, scarce.

20302

120 - 150

F
1933 Austria FIS Alpine World Ski Championships official postcard with 12gr on the reverse tied by the
“INNSBRUCK FIS-WETTKAMPF” 13 Feb 33 special cds of the last day of the event, paying the correct
rate to Vienna, some creasing, fine and scarce non-philatelic usage.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20303

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

75 - 100

1933 Austria FIS Alpine World Ski Championships official postcard with set on the reverse tied by the
“INNSBRUCK FIS-WETTKAMPF” 13 Feb 33 special cds of the last day of the event, not posted, very fine.

1930 Berlin Congress
20304

G / 94

70 - 100

1930 Berlin Congress cancellation, three examples tying stamps to pieces, with one dated 28.5.30 time
code 15-16, others dated 29.5.30 with time codes 9-10 and 10-11, very fine.

20305

F

2’000 - 3’000

1930 (May 26) Envelope sent registered within Berlin with 3pf, 5pg, 8pf, 10pf and 15pf tied by the
Olympic Congress special cancellations with the very rare Congress registered label below and
numbered “001”, Berlin backstamp, very fine and very rare, one of only five registered items from the
Congress recorded by Bergman, used on the first day of this cancellation (second day of the Congress);
ex Manfred Bergman.

20306

F
1930 (May 29) Berlin Congress printed card sent to Switzerland with 10pf, 15pf and 20pf tied by the
Olympic Congress special cancellations, with Berlin and Zurich transits, light vertical crease, fine and
very rare; ex Manfred Bergman.
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800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20307

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

1930 (May 30) Berlin Congress printed card sent registered to Sweden with 2M South America
Flight Zeppelin stamp tied by the Olympic Congress special cancellation with the very rare Congress
registered label below, with Berlin transit and Malmo arrival, very fine and very rare, one of only five
registered items from the Congress recorded by Bergman; ex Manfred Bergman.

1932 Lake Placid
20308

50 - 70

CC J 
1932 Lake Placid official vignette in complete sheet of 50, mint nh, very fine.

20309

40 - 60

F
1932 Lake Placid and LA small group of covers & postcards incl. incoming envelope from France sent to
a Lake Placid participant (Raymond Berthet) on board L’Ile de France at Le Havre, which arrived too late
and was forwarded to Lake Placid and was again received too late and returned to the sender, minor
cover faults, most unusual, plus Lake Placid FDC, three LA frankings, five LA ppc’s and one Lake placid
ppc, and a shield-shape label made by the American Olympic Committee for the LA Games.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1932 Los Angeles

20310

A

2’000 - 3’000

1932 Los Angeles 2c handpainted essay, 15x17.5 cm, in blue and white with pencilled perforations,
designed by Postmaster L. Vordenbaum in Randolph Field Texas in 1931, showing a discus thrower in
front of the Earth with many similar features to the issued 5c, a unique and beautifully executed essay;
ex Manfred Bergman.

20311

A
1932 Los Angeles 2c handpainted essay on thick card, 15x17.5 cm, in red and white with inked
perforations, designed by Postmaster L. Vordenbaum in Randolph Field Texas in 1931, showing a
runner in front Nike, a unique and beautifully executed essay, plus smaller photographic essay in black
of the same essay, 7.7x8 cm; ex Manfred Bergman.
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1’000 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20312

A / 94

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1932 Los Angeles original enlarged photographic essay, 8x9 cm, of an unadopted design for the 5c
depicting a Discus thrower, very fine and scarce.
20313

150 - 200

A / 94
1932 Los Angeles original enlarged photographic essay, 8x9 cm, of an unadopted design for the 5c
depicting a Javelin thrower, very fine and scarce.

Detail of the die proof.

20314

2’000 - 3’000

P
1932 Los Angeles Olympics 3c sunken die proof, 15x20 cm, in the issued design and colour, numbered
“70021” on reverse, very fine and extremely rare; ex Roosevelt and Manfred Bergman.

20315

20315

20316

300 - 500

CC F J P 
1932 Los Angeles Olympics 3c die proof on India paper, cut to stamp-size, 2.7x2.9 cm, in the issued design
and colour, very fine and extremely rare, plus mint nh block of four and block of four on illustrated FDC.

20316

500 - 700

P
1932 Los Angeles Olympics 5c die proof in on India paper, cut to stamp-size, 2.7x2.9 cm, in the issued
design and colour, very fine and extremely rare.
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20326

20332

20327
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20345ex

20340ex

20333

20344

20334

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20317

CC C F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40 - 60

1932 Lake Placid and Los Angeles group, with nine LA covers incl. first days and vignettes affixed such
as Omega (French text), a variety of envelope designs, ppc of the Olympic village sent from there with
violet cachet on the last day of the Games, and six philatelic Lake Placid covers and one damaged
commercial cover.
20318

40 - 60

F DCE 
1932 LA & Lake Placid collection of pre-cancels of Illinois in an album ordered alphabetically by town
(104 stamps), plus two illustrated FDCs of Lake Placid and a 1932 LA “USS Texas” cover and a “USS
Pennsylvania” cover.

20319

100 - 150

F
1932 Los Angeles: Attractive range of 56 printed illustrated covers, some being First Day covers, many
with Olympic franking, some showing special cachets, Olympic Village ovpts, plus some Olympic
Games unused stationery, advert postcards for the Games, block of 12 vignettes (Dubois 13 with
private advertising), etc., mixed to very fine

20320

1932 Los Angeles, group of 20 press photos, with 13 from International News Photos and 7 from A cme
Newspictures, an interesting range.

100 - 150

20321

1932 Los Angeles: Group of books/magazines, postcards and miscellaneous paper memorabilia, with
9 books/magazines incl. tourist guides and guides to the Games (one in German), five postcards incl.
real photo card of the city decorations, souvenir booklet of cards, window sticker, felt doily with legend
and Olympic rings, etc.

80 - 100

20322

1932 Los Angeles tableware group of 7 ceramic plates (various sizes), teacup and ashtray, all with
Olympic Rings logos (various styles), very fine.

30 - 40

1932-1936 Intervening Championships
20323

80 - 100

F
1932 (Sep 26) Picture postcard with 75c meter mark advertising the golf course at the Grand Hotel
Majestic in Pallanza depicting a golfer, fine.

20324

75 - 100

F
1935 Balkan Cup International Football Tournament in Sofia, 16-24 June 1935, official postcard franked
with the commemorative set of six stamps and special cancel on reverse, fine.

20325

Robinson 1936 “Boys’ Sports Calendar” (translation), 24x38 cm, six pages with Olympic flag at the top
of each page, showing coloured images of football, korfball, tennis, cycling and hockey, with text on
the reverse of each page mentioning the Olympics, some soiling and a few tears repaired with tape,
still an attractive item.

30 - 40

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
20326

200 - 300

A / 100
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen 12+6pf enlarged photographic essay of the issued design, 12x9 cm, very
fine and scarce.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20327

A / 100

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen 12+6pf enlarged photographic essay with similar design to the issued
stamp, 9x8 cm, very fine and scarce.

20328

G S

100 - 150

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen set of three affixed to archive pieces with “SPECIMEN” handstamps in
green from the Portuguese Receiving Authority on receipt from the UPU, minor toning, very scarce,
cert. BPA (2001).
20329

F / 94

100 - 150

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen printed notice on carton paper with the Winter Olympic set tied by
16.2.36 Olympic cancels, with text from the President of the Reichs Post Department announcing the
success of the organisation of the Games and thanking the staff, an unusual item.
20330

94

200 - 300

1936 Garmisch-Partenkrichen telegram folder (legend at foot), inside with Olympic Winter Games
cancels for 13.2.36 and in German “Commemorating the Garmisch-Partenkirchen Olympic Winter
Games 1936”, very scarce Winter Games example.
20331

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen, group of photocards and a book, incl. Huber-Serien - Serie 39:
Passionsdorf Oberammergau set of 12 with original wrapper, and Presse-Bild-Zentrale set of 12 incl.
original wrapper, both sets approx. 9x7 cm, very fine; Yramos-Dresden - Bild 1-75 complete set of 75
in three groups of 25 with folders for each, very fine; and “Winter Olympia 1936” by Le Fort and Harster,
1935, HB, 48pp plus picture plates.

20332

100

50 - 70

100 - 150

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen participant’s 50km skiing arm band, white cloth with “50 Klm.” in black
and violet Games cachet below, very scarce.
20333

100

100 - 150

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen car plaque with Edelweiss above Olympic Rings, silvered (darkly toned),
79x104 mm, scarce.
20334

100

100 - 150

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen small hand-painted commemorative ceramic plate by Rosenthal, 90mm,
with view of Alpspitze above Olympic Rings and legend, gilt edge, very fine.
20335

F

30 - 50

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen collection of postcards and cancels on four album pages plus loose,
showing a variety of cards and cancels (22 items).
20336

F
1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen collection of 119 covers, stationery, cards and picture postcards, a wide
range of picture postcards incl. illustrated types, good proportion of the postcards used with Olympic
cancels, several items with Winter Games frankings incl. an illustrated advertising cover from the Hotel
Wittelsbach, a notice given to PO employees with the set, official letter headed paper with set, etc., a
great lot for a new collector.
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300 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1936 Berlin
20337

40 - 60

F
1936 Berlin: Swedish Committee for Gymnastics printed envelope used internally within Sweden, minor
soiling at top, unusual and scarce.

Stamps

20338

1’500 - 2’000

A
1936 Berlin photographic essays by Max Eschele, seven examples in similar designs to those issued
with horse-riding, sprinting, ski jumping, diving, javelin, parallel bars and fencing, stamp-size and
affixed to a block of perforated paper, plus a separate 50+10pf value showing the stadium, very rare; ex
Franceska Rapkin and Manfred Bergman.

20339

200 - 300

G S
1936 Berlin set of eight affixed to archive piece with “SPECIMEN” handstamps in green from the
Portuguese Receiving Authority on receipt from the UPU, minor toning, very scarce, cert. BPA (2001);
plus Hindenburg 50pf & 75pf on piece with the same hs and 1936 Winter Relief 8+4pf with Bechuanaland
archive specimen hs.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20340

F / 100

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1936 Berlin mini sheet packets and part packets with six different labels, which were sent from the
printers to the post offices, with labels for a pack of 20 (2), pack of 100 (2) and a pack of 1000 (2), with
and without a central red stripe, very rare.
20341

F

100 - 150

1936 Berlin set on 12 Olympic printed sheets, 9 of which each cancelled separately by Olympic Bell
cancels of Kiel, Olympic Village, Stadium, Stadium (Press), Reiterplatz, KdF Stadt, Mobile Post Office,
Regattabahn, Swimming Stadium, Canoe Camp and German Exhibition, and the last cancelled by 8
different cancels on the same page, most are folded and one is backed on paper.

20342

CC 

10’000 - 15’000

1936 Olympic Torchbearer 12pf + 6pf carmine-red, complete unopened coil roll of 300 stamps with
approx. 30 coil joins, showing lead strip with imprinted and manuscript information: “Olympiamarken 300
Stück zu 12 + 6 Rpf / (ms “25./6. 36”) Wert: 54 RM (ms “14909”)”“Schlußstreifen zu 4 Marken=blättchen”
(handstamped number & signature). An important item for the Berlin Olympic connoisseur & major rarity.
Note: The German Post office made the coil by cutting sheets into strips of ten, and then connecting
the strips by coil joins or tabs on the reverse, these coils were made especially for vending machines.
20343

CC C H G F DFE 
1936 Berlin & Garmisch-Partenkirchen collection, with 170+ Berlin cards/covers as well as stamps
& mini sheets, pieces, showing a wealth of cancels, Olympic stationery cards, Austria Fund-Raising,
Zeppelin Olympic Flight covers incl. one from Liechtenstein, Olympic slogan machine franks, registered,
a couple signed (Olympic gold medal winner in the Arts Paul Hoffer and gold medal winner in Women’s
4x100m Annette Rogers), Torch Relay, etc., and 25 Garmisch-Partenkirchen cards/covers with Olympic
cancels and stationery cards, a great lot, especially for a new collector as there is plenty of material to
form the basis of a developed collection.
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500 - 700

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Vignettes
20344

150 - 200

F / 100
1937 (Jul 7) Postcard from Romania to Greece with “XI OLYMPIADE 1936 / OMEGA / COMPTEUR
OFFICIEL” vignette along with 6l tied by Craiova cds, fine and scarce usage of this vignette.

Special Postmarks
20345

200 - 300

F DFE / 100
1936 Berlin group of Olympic slogan machine franks on 7 covers and one front, incl. (May 12) Berlin
“Fliegt nach Deutschland dem land der Olympischen Spiele 1936” slogan 015pf machine frank of
Lufthansa on a plain envelope; 1938 (Jun 13) “Im Olympia-Dorf / Berlin 1936 erhielten die / Wettkämpfer
Traubensaft / aus der Kelterei / W. Rübsamen, Bad Dürkheim”on envelope front; 1936 (Sep 16)
“Deutscher Reichsbund for Leibesübungen “haus des Deutchen Sports”” (German Reich Federation
for Sport) slogan 008pf machine frank; 1936 (May 29) Envelope with “Kommando der Marine-Station
der Ostsee Marinestab der XI.Olympiade und Kieler Woche 1936”; three with the Olympic Bell logo
frank paying different rates; and 1936 (Sep 4) “Berlin / Die Stadt der XI. Olympiade / (Olympic Rings) /
Olympia Verkehrs-u. Quartieramt” slogan 003pf machine frank on matching Olympic official envelope
for the Transport department; a useful group.

20346

200 - 300

F / 106
1936 Berlin “Olympia-Reiterplatz” telegram form with seven Berlin Olympics stamps affixed tied by
matching Olympic Bell “Olympia-Reiterplatz” cancellations, some minor tone spots, rare.

20347

200 - 300

F / 106
1936 Berlin “Olympia-Reiterplatz” telegram form with nine Berlin Olympics stamps affixed tied by
matching Olympic Bell “Olympia-Reiterplatz” cancellations, very fine, rare.

20348

70 - 100

F
1936 Berlin, two Torch Relay cards, one from Greece with franking on special printed torch relay card
with Olympic Bell cancels of the Village and stadium on arrival; and Austrian torch relay illustrated card
with special torch relay cancel (corner fault).

20349

40 - 60

F
1936 Group of four covers with Olympic machine franks; one with “BERLIN STADT DER OLYMPIADE
DER OBERBÜRGERMEISTER” from the Mayor of Berlin; “Berlin-Stadt der Olympiade 1936 / Stadt
Berlin / Bezirksverwaltung Reinickendorf” from the Reinickendorf District Administration (minor foxing);
“BERLIN 1936 AUSSTELLUNG DEUTSCHLAND 18.7-16.8 Am Kaiserdamm” on wrapper and “Berlin
Stadt der Olympiade Der Bezirksbürgermeister...” (punch holes), a fine group.

20350

50 - 70

G
Argentina: 1936 “Visite la XI Olimpiada Internacional en Berlin” slogan meter mark from Argentina on
piece, a very fine strike of this rare machine frank.
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20356

20364ex1

20364ex2

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20351

20351

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20355

500 - 700

F
Brazil: 1936 (June 15) “AGOSTO / XI OLYMPIADA BERLIM / BANCO GERMANICO / DA INFORMACOES”
200R slogan machine frank from Rio de Janeiro on cover, a decent strike of this very rare advertising
cancellation.

20352

50 - 70

F
USA: 1936 (Jun 29) German Railroads envelope with “To Germany for the Olympics!” 2c + 1c slogan
machine advertising frank in blue, very fine.

20353

50 - 70

F
USA: 1936 (Jan 29) German Railroads envelope with “To Germany for the Olympics!” 3c slogan machine
advertising frank in violet, very fine, plus piece with German Railroads advertising machine frank.

20354

700 - 1’000

CC C G F / 106
1936 Berlin accumulation of 200+ covers/cards/sheets with Olympic cancellations, Olympic postal
stationery, etc., incl. Olympic registered covers, slogan cancels incl. Kiel, Olympic Bell cancels (incl. 23
presentation sheets with sets tied by the various cancels), mini sheets on cover plus empty PO packet
for 20 examples, four Olympiafahrt Zeppelin covers, plus a group of vignettes/cinderellas, a fantastic
lot with a wealth of material for a new collector to start an exhibit collection.

1936 Hindenburg Olympic Flight
20355

300 - 500

F
Czechoslovakia: 1936 Olympia Flight cover from Czechoslovakia to Berlin, sent registered from Prague
with 5k50h franking to Frankfurt, and with Germany Berlin Olympic set of eight overpaying the Zeppelin
flight to Berlin, Hindenburg Olympiafahrt cachet, with the Prague registered label cancelled as the
mail wasn’t registered on the Zeppelin, arrival backstamp, very fine and scarce mixed franking, cert.
Joachim Simon (2001) (Mi. €1’500).

20356

100 - 150

F / 106
Denmark: 1936 Zeppelin Olympic Flight card with Denmark 1kr & 10ö franking tied by Copenhagen cds,
Berlin transit and Olympic flight cachet, very fine

Postcards and Photographs
20357

“Deutschland” Third Reich propaganda photo book by Carstensen, Hitzer and Rihcter, printed by the
Volk und Reich Verlag, pp.260, HB, in original slipcase with Nazi logo, printed in 1936 with one double
spread showing the Olympic stadium near completion, with card insert in German “Presented at the
Official Reception by the Committee on the Occasion of the Berlin 1936 Olympic Games”, plus official
invitation card to the Games for Mr von Kammermayer, rare

100 - 150
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20392

20371

20393

20421

20394

20395
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20396ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20358

“Olympia-Reiter der Welt”, original photographs of the Horse Riding competition at the 1936 Berlin
Games by Franz Wisskirchen on Mimosa-Film, two green folders, one with 88 photos 18x13 cm, the
other with 83 postcards 14x9 cm, rare.

200 - 300

20359

F

60 - 80

1936 (Aug 31) “Justice for Hungary!” printed protest postcard sent from Hungary to the then Foreign
Secretary of Great Britain Anthony Eden with printed message in English, French and Hungarian by the
Pesti Hirlap newspaper, with “XI. Olympic Games...Comparing the results with the population of the
USA, 125 millions, Germany, 65 millions and Hungary, 9 millions, so Hungary is first with 1 champion per
900,000 citizens”, and protesting how the borders of Hungary were drawn after WWI, fine and very rare.
20360

1936 Berlin, collection of 100 picture postcards of the Games of the period, a wide range of images incl.
the torch relay, views of the stadium and other arenas, a real ppc of the orchestra in the stadium, etc.,
a great mixed lot for the collector.

150 - 200

20361

1936 Berlin, collection of 100 picture postcards of the Games of the period, a wide range of images
incl. the torch relay, views of the stadium and other arenas, three with Jesse Owens, etc., a great mixed
lot for the collector.

150 - 200

20362

1936 Berlin, collection of 100 picture postcards and illustrated postcards of the Games of the period,
a wide range of images, views of the stadium and other arenas and parts of Berlin, etc., a great mixed
lot for the collector.

150 - 200

Documents, Programmes, Tickets, etc.
20363

300 - 400

106
Bulgarian Olympic Committee special 32 page booklet with instructions and information pertaining to
Torch Relay through Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary & on to Germany, franked 30st pair tied on
front of booklet with BULGARIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE cachet in blue alongside, an extremely rare
showpiece.

20364

200 - 300

106
1936 (Jul 11-12) Final Olympic Tryouts at Randalls Island, programme with signatures of 57 athletes
with 18 Olympians who made it to Berlin incl. Jesse Owens, a great item for a 1936 autograph collector.

20365

200 - 300

108
1934-36 Group of 14 programmes from American Athletics Championships, Olympic Benefit Meet,
regional Olympic tryouts and the final Olympic tryouts in the run up to the Berlin Games, as well as a
competitor’s pass and a ticket for the final tryouts, a few mentioning Jesse Owens, a rare group.

20366

Group of official guides, brochures, etc. incl. “Les Moyens De Transport Berlinois pendant les Jeux
Olympiques 1936”, 39 pages incl. illustrations, “General Regulations and Programme” in German, a
thank you letter from the Bremer Gymnastics Association to the 1936 Olympic administration, 3 fold-out
maps of Berlin published by the Landesverkehrsverband in different languages and two Hourly TimeTable Programme and Plan in different languages, and three Official Guide Books (English, German and
French editions).

50 - 100

20367

1936 Berlin, two complete tickets with Swimming on 12th Aug. (crease and punch hole) and Boxing
13th Aug. (small piece missing at left).

40 - 60

20368

Group of four items: “Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung” advertising poster depicting Leni Reifenstahl, 38x26
cm, very fine; “Deutsche Illustriert” Dec 1935 front cover, 28x38 cm, depicting three female swimmers
holding the numbers “1936”; and a page/poster, 34x27, depicting Potsdamer Platz, Wilhelmstrasse
and the Olympic Flame in Berliner Lustgarten (minor faults), and poster map showing illustrated view of
the whole Olympic site in and around Berlin, 84x31 cm, from the Rowing at Köpenick in the east to the
Sailing at Wannsee and the Olympic village in the west, fine attractive group.

70 - 100
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Medals

20369

20370

20369

1936 Berlin participation medal, dark patination, very fine.

220 - 260

20370

1936 Berlin participation medal, 70mm, bronze, dark patination, very fine.

150 - 200

Other Memorabilia
20371

108

100 - 150

1936 Berlin coaster, silvered, 90mm, with scalloped edge showing German Army eagle in centre with
Olympic legend and Rings surrounding.
20372

1936 Berlin “Maryland Olympic Fund” miniature contributor pin badge with US Olympic Team shield
surrounded by legend, 17mm diameter, fine and scarce.

70 - 100

20373

“Olympia 1936 and the Body Exercises in the National Socialist State”, published by Friedrich Mildner
in 1936 (before the Berlin Games), 2 HB volumes, German text, some faults to the first volume but
complete, covering a range of subjects by various authors incl. Carl Diem, about physical exercises
through the ages, German’s People’s Games, studies on the track and field events, Womens’ sports
etc., an interesting book.

70 - 100

20374

BOOKS: “Leni Riefenstahl im Olympischen Kampf” book, 1st edition, HB, 8 pages removed and
replaced but still seemingly complete, a scarce book, 1932 Los Angeles official report, binding and cover
restored very neatly, contents very fine, “Olympia 1936” picture card album by Pet. Cremer (incomplete)
and “Olympia 1936” cigarette card albums 1 & 2 by Altona-Bahrenfeld (a few cards missing), plus
“Olympia 1932” from the same publisher.

50 - 70

20375

1936ca. Die-cut illustrated sporting Olympic scenes by FAS, all connected, including torch runner
holding the Berlin Olympic torch, Olympic flags, etc., most unusual and attractive.

50 - 70

20376

Large iron plate, 515mm, embossed, showing Berlin coat of arms in the centre, with 6 rings surrounding
and depicting various sporting events, bordered by oak and laurel wreath, minor rusting.

50 - 70

20377

Olympic Bell-shaped Amber Badge with hanger, 42x29mm, showing coloured Olympic rings.

30 - 40
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20378

Various Winner’s Oak Wreath ribbons for events in the Olympic Year, incl. Athletics in Hülsede 19
July 1936, Saxony Gymnastics 22-28 Aug 1936, Klütberg Gymnastics 30 Aug 1936 and Naumburg
Gymnastics 14 Jun 1936, all with red and white ribbons with legend.

30 - 40

20379

Pin and Needle set, contained on a folded piece of card showing the Hindenburg with “OLYMPIA-JAHR
/ 1936” either side, above images of the Brandenburg Gate and Pfalz Island, missing one needle.

30 - 40

20380

Row of 20 pennants with Olympic Rings taken from the Olympic Swimming Stadium, each 25x13 cm,
some soiling, scarce and unusual memorabilia.

150 - 200

20381

1936 Berlin. Small hanging flags of participating nations, roughly 29x23 cm or smaller, incl. Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, USA (poor condition), Turkey, Japan, Austria and an
Olympic Ring flag, some triangular and some rectangular, mainly fine and rare.

100 - 150

20382

Group of cloth/fabric items incl. Official tie with Olympic rings; two embroidered handkerchiefs; pennant
with embroidered Olympic Rings; Berlin Bear flag, 284x190mm, cotton with black printed bear on white
background; fine group.

50 - 100

20382A

1936 Berlin ceramic money box in the shape of the Olympic Bell, in grey showing eagle above Olympic
Rings and text in German "Fund for German Sports", small chip on base, fine.

100 - 150

1936-1940 Intervening Championships
20383

100 - 150

F
1937 France FIS Ski World Championship pair of covers, one cover with printed “Jeux Mondiaux de la
FIS” mailed from the FIS General Secretary in Chamonix on 11 February 1937, opener of the Ski World
Championship, other with 1F50 special stamp and official vignette tied by official roller cancel.

20384

1937 Henley Regatta Grand Challenge Cup Prize Medal for Men’s Eights rowing, 47mm, showing the
cup and legend on one side and the other with “HENLEY / REGATTA / ESTABLISHED / 1839” with floral
surround, “1937” on edge, awarded to Hans-Joachim Hannemann (Bronze medal winner in the Eights
at the Berlin Games) of the Rudergesellschaft Wiking Berlin rowing club, a very fine and rare medal.

150 - 200

20385

1937 Advertising poster by Paolo Garretto for Olimpic hats, 234x331mm, in green, white & yellow,
showing a stylised runner on a hat, with the Olympic rings below, very fine and attractive.

50 - 70

20386

1940 Telemark Skiing World Championship in Holmenkollen circular plaque, 9 cm, embossed with red
and yellow background, very fine.

30 - 50
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1940 Garmisch-Parternkirchen (Cancelled)

20387

A

300 - 500

1940 Garmisch-Partekirchen, pair of stamp-size photographic essays of 6+4pf and 25+15pf unissued
stamps, mounted on separate pieces of card, very fine and rare.
20388

1939 (Sep 9) Garmisch-Partenkirchen Organising Committee letter from Carl Diem, 9th September
1939, sent to the OC members announcing the cancellation of the Committee meeting (due to the
outbreak of World War II), and mentioning waiting for the decision from the authorities as to whether the
Games will still take place, with 17 nations so far accepting the invitation to take part, hole punches,
fine and interesting letter.

100 - 150

20389

108

200 - 300

1939 (Nov 22) Garmisch-Partenkirchen Organising Committee letter to its members announcing the
relinquishing of the Games back to the IOC because of the state of war, stating that the international
press will be informed two days later, and thanking the members of the organising committee for their
work, signed on the reverse by the Lord Mayor and Stadtschulrat Bauer, an exhibition item in the story
of the 1940 cancelled Games.
20390

1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen group of three documents incl. 1939 (Nov) letter on official headed paper
to all people who ordered tickets or booked hotels announcing their cancellation, and two programmes
of events on sheets of A4.

150 - 200

20391

1940 Garmisch-Partenkirchen visitor’s badge, 3.5 cm diameter, showing legend around blue, white,
red and black enamelled centre, Poellath maker’s mark on reverse with original pin, a particularly fine
example.

100 - 150

1940 Sapporo (Cancelled)
20392

108

100 - 150

1940 Sapporo red advertising cachet on the back of a paper slip-case for a Japanese map of Sapporo
(included), fine and scarce

1940 Tokyo (Cancelled)
20393

F / 108
1940 Tokyo illustrated postcard depicting a hurdler jumping over the Olympic Rings, very fine
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20394

108

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

“Japan und die XII. Olympischen Spiele 1940: eine Einführung in das Verständnis Japans. Heft 1”,
printed by Otto Harrowitz of Leipzig in 1937, pp.106, rebound with hardback cover, ex Ordensburg
Sonthofen library (Nazi military school), a very scarce book.
20395

100 - 150

108
Italian Olympic Committee (CONI) identity card, unused, with the reverse showing “TOYKO 1940 /
Athletes always remember this date and be ready for the XII Olympiade”, very fine and rare.

20396

100 - 150

108
1940 Tokyo group incl. two press photos from 1936 of the Japanese delegates celebrating being
awarded the Games, two brochures from the Imperial Tokyo Hotel (one with Games legend) and a
luggage label with Games legend, N.Y.K. Line ppc with Games legend and ppc of the stadium that was
to be used.

20397

300 - 400

F
1940 Tokyo group of 13 postcards incl. 12 (all different) from the N. Y. K. Line with “XII OLYMPIAD - 
TOKYO 1940” on address side (incl. 2 with this legend obliterated after the Games were moved), and
Imperial Hotel ppc with legend on reverse, a rare group

20398

100 - 150

F
1940 Tokyo group of three different N.Y.K Line postcards with “XII OLYMPIAD - TOKYO 1940” legends
on reverse, two unused and one used with stamp missing

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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1940 Helsinki
(Cancelled)

Preface to the Cancelled 1940 Games
in Helsinki and the Stamp Essays
The cancelled Games of 1940 is a fascinating part of the history of the Olympics; little of
which, if any of the story in fact, is known to non-Olympic enthusiasts.
Helsinki had first announced its interest in organising the 1940 Olympic Games at the
1930 Olympic Congress in Berlin. The campaign to choose a city for 1940 began in earnest
in 1932, with Barcelona, Rome, Helsinki, and Tokyo participating. In 1936, Tokyo was
chosen in a surprise move, making it the first non-Western city to win an Olympic bid.
When the Second Sino-Japanese War broke out between Japan and China on July 7th
1937, Japan's IOC delegates persisted with preparations for the Games under the belief
that the war would soon be over. Even in March 1938, the Japanese provided reassurances
to the IOC Session in Cairo that Tokyo would still be able to serve as the host city. Finally
they announced the forfeiture of the Games on July 16th 1938. Only four days later, Finland
declared themselves ready to take over and the Summer Games were awarded to Helsinki.
Even before they were named as hosts, a new Olympic stadium had been built, and now
construction work began on the other venues such as the swimming stadium, velodrome
and Olympic Village. In order to raise funds for this, the Organising Committee intended to
issue special postage stamps, modelled on the denominations used for the Games in Berlin
when Olympic stamps with surcharges had first appeared on a large scale.
At the start of 1939 the Helsinki Municipality announced a competition to run from 20th
April to 16th June 1939. Although the theme of the stamps was open to interpretation by
each artist, the rules required that the design express the Olympic Ideal while incorporating
the following elements:
1.  The words "Suomi" (the Finnish name for Finland) and "Finland"
(the Swedish name for Finland)
2.  The Olympic Rings
3.  The year 1940
4.  The postage value, including surcharge, for each stamp.
Ten artists handed in no less than 103 designs, to be judged by a six-member
commission. It comprised representatives of the Finnish designer and philatelist association
and they chose ten proposals, which were then passed on to the postal administration even
before the commission had established a final ranking.
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The postal administration favoured the artist Signe Hammersten-Jansson, with whom
they had worked for a long time, and had printed numerous colour proofs from her works
(she designed no fewer than 173 postage stamps). They even went further by printing three
collective proofs of her Olympic designs in black, blue and brown. However the jury only
gave her a consolation prize, awarding 1st place and 5000 Finnmarks to Gustaf Adolf Jysky
instead (who later designed one of the 1952 Olympic stamps). The prize of 4000 Finnmarks
went to the designer Veli Tapio Wirkkala (who designed two of the 1952 Olympic stamps)
and the 2500 Finnmark prize was shared between brothers Eino Rafael Rapp, Aarne
Alexander Rapp and competition winner Jysky.
Unfortunately many of the designs are by unknown artists. A great deal of information
and material has been lost, but fortunately the city administration of Helsinki at one stage
gave the caretaker permission to keep the competition documentation when they were
moved as it was regarded as superfluous. This material was then sold at auction in the
1990s, some of which has now come back on the market here for the first time since.
Despite the Second World War, preparations in Helsinki initially proceeded according to
plan. After the victory over Poland, Hitler briefly allowed the rest of Europe a short respite,
but Stalin extended his sphere of control by annexing the Baltic States and invading Finland
on 30th November 1939, who held out until March 1940. Only when the German troops
marched into Demark and Norway did the Helsinki Organising Committee on 23rd April 1940
draw a final line under their withdrawal. IOC President Count Henri de Baillet-Latour officially
cancelled the Games of the XIIth Olympiad on 2nd May.

Further reading
Ossi Virtanen, “Finland's 1990 Summer Olympic Games: Stamps, Essays and Vignettes”,
Journal of Sports Philately, Vol. 30, n° 1, 1991, pp. 13-16.
Manfred Bergman, “Designed but not issued - the Olympic Philately of Helsinki 1940”,
Journal of Olympic History, Vol. 23, n° 3, 2015, pp. 28-30 (available to download on
www.la84.org).
Organising Committee of the XIIth Olympiad Toyko 1940, “Report of the Organizing
Committee on its Work for the XIIth Olympic Games of 1940 in Tokyo until the
Relinquishment” (available to download on www.la84.org).
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1940 Helsinki (Cancelled)

20399

A P

1’000 - 1’500

1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, showing torch runner in front of the Olympic stadium in black
ink, 14x10 cm, plus stamp-size proof in dark red, an attractive and unique essay with its proof (2); ex
Manfred Bergman.

20400

A P
1940 Helsinki essay by Karajainen, group with enlarged essay in black ink and China white depicting the
Olympic Rings above the flame with “SUOMI / FINLAND” either side, 14x10 cm, plus two stamp-size
proofs in blue and red (blue example with thin), unique essay and extremely rare proofs (3); ex Manfred
Bergman.
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800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20401

A P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200

1940 Helsinki essay by Olaf Eriksson, with enlarged essay in black ink and China white on wove paper
depicting the Olympic Rings above “1940” surrounded by a wreath, 10x14 cm, plus a handpainted
version of the same design in stamp-size in blue, black and white ink (2); ex Manfred Bergman.

20402

800 - 1’000

A
1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, with an enlarged essay showing a hurdler in black ink,
10x14.2 cm, plus stamp-size essay of the same design in blue ink, both originally affixed to a large
thick card (larger essay detached) endorsed “NIMIM: AITURI” (Titled: Hurdler), very attractive pair; ex
Manfred Bergman.
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20403

A P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200

1940 Helsinki essay, possibly by Jysky, with an enlarged essay showing a hand holding an Olympic
torch with Olympic Rings in black and white ink, 14x10 cm, plus five stamp-size proofs of the same
design in brown, purple, green, blue and red (some with small faults), attractive and unique essay with
very rare proofs (6); ex Manfred Bergman.

20404

A P
1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, with an enlarged essay showing a marathon race in black ink
with simulated perforations, 14x10 cm, tear at left, plus a stamp-size proof of the same design in blue,
attractive and unique essay with a very rare proof (2); ex Manfred Bergman.
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700 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20405

A P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, with an enlarged essay showing a runner with a wreath in
black ink, 16x12 cm, plus two stamp-size proofs of the same design in blue and brown, an attractive
and unique essay with very rare proofs (3); ex Manfred Bergman.

20406

700 - 1’000

A P
1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, trio of enlarged essays showing an outline of Finland, with
two affixed to large card (one since lifted off) showing Olympic Rings at top with one in black outline in
white and other in blue ink, each 10x14 cm, the other essay with more developed design in black ink
with five stamp-size proofs of the same design in different colours, an attractive and unique group of
essays and proofs (8); ex Manfred Bergman.
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20407

A P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

700 - 900

1940 Helsinki essay by Jysky, showing Olympic Rings above the Olympic Stadium, in black and white
ink on stout wove paper, 10x14 cm, plus two stamp-size proofs in purple-brown and green, an attractive
and unique essay with its proofs (3); ex Manfred Bergman.

20408

A P
1940 Helsinki essay by Tapio Virkala, showing Javelin thrower in black and white ink with etching on
thick card, 14x10 cm, plus three stamp-size proofs in blue, green and red-brown, an attractive and
unique essay with its proofs (4); ex Manfred Bergman.
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600 - 900

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20409

A P

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

1940 Helsinki essay by an unknown artist, showing Olympic Rings above the Finnish flag and a javelin
and shot, in black ink on wove paper, 10.8x14.7 cm, plus a stamp-size proof in blue, an attractive and
unique essay with its proof (2); ex Manfred Bergman.

20410

400 - 600

A
1940 Helsinki enlarged photographic essay by Hammarsten-Jansson, 8.5x12 cm, showing the Paavo
Nuurmi statue (the design of the top left stamp on the sheetlet), with some elements of the design
touched up, very fine and very rare; ex Manfred Bergman.
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20413

20414

20415

20416

20423ex1
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20423ex2

20438A

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

20411

20411

Estimate (€)

20412

400 - 600

A
1940 Helsinki essay by Hammarsten-Jansson, stamp-size in blue with hand-painted and etched
changes to the design, showing the Paavo Nuurmi statue (the design of the top left stamp on the
sheetlet), very fine and probably unique essay.

20412

200 - 300

A
1940 Helsinki essay by E. & A. Rapp in blue, showing the Paavo Nuurmi statue, fine and very scarce,
plus two issued stamps showing Nuurmi or the statue.

20413

300 - 400

F / 124
1940 Helsinki official Organising Committee envelope with French legend at foot and “XII OLYMPIA
1940” 3M50p meter franking, sent to France with Finnish/Swedish censor cachet, very fine and scarce.

20414

300 - 400

F / 124
1940 Helsinki official Organising Committee envelope with French legend at foot and “XII OLYMPIA
1940” 3M50p meter franking partially obscured by a usage of the Olympic roller cancel and very
unusual if not unique as such, sent to France, horizontal crease, fine and scarce.

20415

300 - 400

F / 124
1940 Helsinki official Organising Committee envelope with legend at foot with “XII OLYMPIA 1940” 50p
meter franking, sent within Finland to Espoo, very fine and scarce.

20416

150 - 200

F / 124
1940 Helsinki small group incl. printed envelope from the Yugoslav-Finnish Honorary Committee
founded in Yugoslavia to promote the Helsinki Games, with official Games logo at lower left and reverse
with legend, sent registered from the Finnish Consul in Zagreb, very fine and rare, plus 1940 Helsinki
official gummed parcel label and printed matter label with the official logo and invoice for ticket orders
on official headed paper.

20417

200 - 300

CC J 
1940 “Amateur Fencers Olympic Fund” complete bound BOOKLET OF SHEETS, with 5 sheets of 100
of each colour (blue, green, brown and red), some discolouration, a rare item.

20418

100 - 120

F
1939 (Dec 4) Postcard with Latvia franking tied by the “AUX JEUX / OLYMPIQUES / 1940 VIA LA /
LETTONIE” bilingual code A slogan machine cancel, with German Reich censor handstamps, fine.

20419

80 - 100

CC F 
1940 Helsinki group, incl. Estonia team pin badge, enamelled in the shape of their flag with Olympic
Rings, Latvia mint nh vignette “To the Olympic Games via the Baltic States”, and cover from the Swiss
Consulate in Riga with the “AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA LETTONIE” code A slogan machine
cancel, Swiss Rowing Federation vignette mint nh pair and “PRO FINNLAND” 10c Finnish OC vignette
in mint nh strip of five, very fine, mounted on 2 album pages.
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20419A

1940 Helsinki small group incl. "Why Finland for the 1940 Olympic Games" leaflet, a record cover
picturing the stadium and 1940 Games logo, and the American Olympic Committee set of vignettes in
part sheets of 30.

70 - 90

20420

G F

60 - 80

1940 Helsinki group incl. used illustrated envelope of the stadium, four cards/covers with the Olympic
roller cancel, censored Latvia cover with fine strike of the “AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA
LETTONIE” code A slogan cancel, and an unusual perforation gauge by a Finnish mail order company
advertising the Games.
20421

108

100 - 150

American Olympic Fund 1940 car/bike plaque, 87x103mm, white metal alloy with reflective red background,
showing American shield bordered by legend, originally issued for 1936 with “36” changed to “40”.
20422

1940 Helsinki, group of six different handkerchiefs for the Games, see web scans, very fine and
attractive group.

50 - 70

1940 St. Moritz (Cancelled)
20423

124

200 - 300

1940 St. Moritz, two documents from the Swiss Olympic Committee incl. single-sheet folded pamphlet
with the draft programme (French text, “Projet de Programme / établi suivant les derniers reseignements
reçus des Fédérations Internationales”), and eight-page memorandum brochure detailing the reasons for
the withdrawal of the Games from St. Moritz (German text), very rare items from this cancelled Games.
Note: The conflict between the IOC and FIS at this time did not allow for fully fledged skiing events at
the Olympics, hence this draft prgoramme.

1944 Cortina d’Ampezzo (Cancelled)
20424

1944 Cortina travel brochure, pp.24, with last page showing ad for the cancelled 1944 Winter Games in
Cortina, some toning otherwise fine and scarce.

50 - 70

1944 Jubilee

20425

CC C H F 
1944 Jubilee, small group incl. 30c retouched eye in mint block of four, set in CTO blocks of four, set on
registered censored cover, Jubilee cancel on card and on 20c Jubilee on cover, etc.
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20426

C H F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1944 Jubilee and 1948 St. Moritz group, incl. 1944 Jubilee 30c with retouched eye variety in mint nh
pair, range of mint and used incl. blocks (some marginal) and a few non-philatelic covers, and 1948 St.
Moritz with mostly philatelic covers, a useful lot.
20427

1945 Netherlands Olympic Committee “Olympic Day” programme, 29th July 1945, plus ticket, some
toning, scarce.

50 - 70

1944 Polish P.O.W. Camps
20428

200 - 300

F DFE / 128
1944 Gross Born POW Camp Olympic group incl. front with Olympic set with registered and express
hs, cancelled mini sheet, 20fen postal stationery card with Olympic 50c tied by Olmpic flag cancel with
registered and express hs, and 10fen imprinted postcard with flag cancel, fine and scarce group.

20429

1944 Gross Born POW Camp Olympic winner’s medal on embossed white paper showing profile with
laurel crown with inscription surrounding, very rare.

500 - 700

20430

G F / 128

200 - 300

1944 Woldeberg POW Camp Olympic group incl. registered cover with four 10fen tied by the Olympic
cancel, embossed sheetlet with the 10fen tied by Olympic cancel, postcard with the 10fen tied by
Olympic cancel and piece with 10fen tied by Olympic cancel with “ROK OLIMPIJSKI” cachet adjacent,
plus three modern commemorative covers, fine and attractive group.
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20428
20430ex

20431

20436ex

20440ex
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20432

20438

20450

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20431

F / 128

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1944 Woldenberg POW Camp Olympic commemorative sheet, with the 10pf runner stamp tied by
the Olympic flag cancel, surrounded with five cachets in different colours which were used for the
postcards, fine and very scarce.
20432

500 - 600

128
1944 Woldenberg POW Camp Olympic programme, 7.5x9 cm, containing a calendar of the events,
the names of the competing teams and illustrations of three unissued stamp designs, very fine and
very scarce.

20433

100 - 150

G DCE 
1944 Polish P.O.W. Camps, two items incl. Gross Born Olympic mini sheet with cancel at lower right and
Woldenberg Olympic flag cancel tying 35pf to piece (signed Ryblewski), very fine.

1948 St. Moritz
20434

1948 St. Moritz group incl. “Holidays in Switzerland” calendar by the Swiss Tourism Office with the first
page showing the legend “Switzerland calls you to the OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES” and Olympic rings,
plus three fold-out brochures (two the same but in French & English).

40 - 50

20435

1948 St. Moritz, two items incl. brochure advertising the Olympic Games at St. Moritz, 100x208mm,
giving Games schedule, Hotel prices, photos with the different courses highlighted, etc.; and "All About
Switzerland" tourist guide in English with Games legend on reverse.

20 - 30

20436

CC C F / 128

100 - 150

1944 Jubilee, 1948 St. Moritz and 1948 London group, incl. 1944 Jubilee PTT presentation book with
mint & used blocks plus two used special postcards, 1948 St. Moritz with slogan cancel on cover (2),
commercial envelope from France with Olympic legend imprint at top, FDC, two covers with usages
of the Olympic stamp, card signed by the stamp designer with two stamps attached tied by Olympic
cancel, two PTT sheetlets, presentation sheet with the set, three limited edition booklets with set and
FDI cancel and 1948 London incl. Olympic aerogrammes (one used on FDI with Olympic cancel), mint
Olympic sets incl. Morocco Agencies and Gulf overprints) incl. varieties, one FDC with 2 1/2d, 1s paying
express fee and toned FDC with Morocco set (25 covers/cards, 46 stamps, plus modern items).
20437

100- 120

F
1948 Registered envelope franked complete set with special Olympic cancel from opening day St.
Moritz 30.1.46 to CSSR + another one with 10r + 30r to Bern and 2 covers from the 6th and 7th.

20437A

80 - 100

CC J 
1948 St. Moritz set of four values in complete mint sheets of 50, very fine.

1948 London
20438

150 - 200

F / 124
GREECE: 1948 “HOLYDAYS OF FLAM / XIV OLYMPIADAS / OLYMPIA-LONDON” card commemorating
the torch relay, with two Greek stamps tied by OLYMPIA 17.VIII.48 cds on the day of the relay, fine,
these special cards are only philatelic document from this ceremony and are very scarce.

20438A

400 - 500

124
1948 London official poster, showing Ancient Greek discus thrower in front of the Houses of Parliament
above the Olympic Rings and legend, horizontal fold, fine and beautiful poster.

20438B

1948 London, group incl. complete set of 8 Athletics programmes, complete set of complimentary
Athletics tickets (2 three-part tickets, rest two-part) incl. ticket holder, plus British Olympic report and
"Athletics' Pictorial Souvenir" booklet.

200 - 300
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20439

20442ex

20449

20487ex

20502

20495

20489

20510
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20511
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20438C

1948 London group incl. Opening Ceremony ticket & programme, Closing Ceremony ticket and
programme, and official information booklet, fine to very fine.

150 - 200

20438D

1948 London card badge for the Rowing enclosure at Henley, in yellow shield shape with Olympic
legend, reverse with "A" and "2514", crease and ms "Double Sculls / R. Burnell / B.H. Bushnell" (who
won Gold) presumably by the visitor.

60 - 80

20438E

1948 London, group of three souvenir items incl. pin in the shape of a torch relay runner with original
card, commemorative beer mat by Taylor Walker and a glass hand mirror with Olympic legend and
Houses of Parliament on reverse.

80 - 100

20438F

CC J 

150 - 200

1948 London 2 1/2d and 3d in complete mint sheets (folded), plus booklet by W. H. Stitt Dibden about
the 1948 Olympic issue.
20438G

1948 London, complete set of 50 Turf Cigarette cards depicting competing athletes, cut from the
original packets, fine and rare in this condition.

20438H

C F

60 - 80
100 - 150

1948 London group incl. Korea 1948 mint set of 2 (very fine), Monaco illustrated FDC, Peru mini sheet,
Philippin Delegation printed envelope and insert plus two cigarette cards.
20439

500 - 700

130
1948 London T. F. R Nilsson of Sweden Archive who came 2nd place in the Greco-Roman Wrestling,
incl. Winner’s Diploma, 570x445mm, 2nd Place lapel pin by Bertoni, ID card, 2001 original envelope
and letter from the Swedish Olympic Committee for the awarding of the pin, 1948 Official Souvenir
brochure, handwritten postcard, two Cablegrams addressed to him and a photo of him meeting Prince
Bertil, a lovely archive

20440

150 - 200

128
1948 London group of paper memorabilia, with tickets incl. unused Opening Ceremony, three
SPECIMEN overprinted tickets, four unused day passes, two unused football, four unused athletics,
three used athletics and one gymnastics, programmed for Athletics Aug 5th, brochure of events and
tickets available, souvenir programme, Swedish travel company brochure for the Games and a German
magazine.

20441

1948 London official jacket patch, in shield shape with embroidered legend and Olympic Rings, very fine.

50 - 70

20442

130

40 - 60

WEMBLEY: Group of 13 original PRESS PHOTOS of / at Wembley Stadium from an Argentinean press
company, incl. one showing its construction (1937), one showing the state opening, one showing the
swimming pool, two showing a model of a miniature military tattoo held there, and ten showing various
scenes from exhibitions and pageants held there
20443

50 - 60

F
1949 Saar Horse’s day set on scarce registered FDC to France, very fine.

1952 Oslo
20444

100 - 120

F
1952 Oslo small group incl. ppc of the Holmenkollbakken ski jump franked on the picture side by the
Olympic set tied by Oslo cds, 1951 Drammens philatelist club printed envelope with set tied by tied by
their special cancel (minor foxing), set on small page tied by Holmenkollbakken cds, and Finnish cover
with Olympic roller cancel struck on arrival.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20445

1952 Helsinki group of FOOTBALL tickets (8) and programmes (2), plus programme of prices of admission
tickets, with tickets dated Jul 19th, 21st, 23rd, 24th, 28th, 29th, Aug 1st and 2nd, programmes dated
23-25.7 and 28.7-2.8, very fine.

50 - 70

20445A

1952 Helsinki set of 8 Athletics programmes and complete set of 16 Olympic News Service Bulletins.

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1952 Helsinki

300 - 400

1956 Cortina d’Ampezzo
20446

40 - 50

1956 Cortina Official programmes, numbers 3, 6 & 7, minor soiling damage to covers, contents fine.

1956 Melbourne
20447

1956 Melbourne. Dutch participation pin, before the Dutch Team boycotted the Games because of
Russia’s intervention in Hungary, 31x24mm, scarce.

30 - 40

20448

1956 Melbourne group of FOOTBALL tickets (4 unused) and programmes (3) plus an official fold-out
guide, with tickets incl. Nov.24 (Soviet Union v Germany), Dec.4 (Yugoslavia vs India semi-final), Dec.5
(Soviet Union vs Bulgaria semi-final) and Dec.7 (Bulgaria vs India bronze medal), with programmes for
Nov.28-Dec.1, Dec.5 and Dec.7, fine to very fine condition.

70 - 100

20449

F / 130

100 - 120

1955 (Dec 20) Envelope from the Australian Consulate General in New York with red “OLYMPIC GAMES/
(Olympic Rings) / MELBOURNE / AUSTRALIA 22 Nov-8 Dec. 1956” slogan New York 23c machine
frank, small fault at top corner, fine and scarce.
20450

100 - 120

F / 128
1955 (Jun 24) Card from New York to North Carolina with violet “OLYMPIC GAMES/ (Olympic Rings) /
MELBOURNE / AUSTRALIA 22 Nov-8 Dec. 1956” slogan New York 2c machine frank, very fine and scarce.

20451

80 - 100

F
1956 Cover lot including Australia set on cover from opening day postmarked ‘ XVI.OLYMPIAD
OLYMPIC PARK: VIC: AUST: 22.NOV.1956, also cover with Olympic pmk as arrival mkg ‘Olympic Village
VIC:AUST:’, etc.

20451A

1956 Melbourne, complete set of 8 Athletics programmes and a group of 30 photographs of Olympic
finals published by Track & Field News (17 large, 13 small).

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1960 Squaw Valley original Olympic poster by Kaiser Graphic Arts, 24”x36”, depicting a large slalom
flag with “VIII OLYMPIC / WINTER GAMES” with outline of the USA, with the date, Olympic Rings and
Olympic logo below, some minor creasing, fine and rare poster.

1’500 - 2’000

1960 Squaw Valley

20452

1960 Rome
20453

1960 Rome group of 19 FOOTBALL tickets, all unused complete with stubs, dated Aug 26 (4, Yugoslavia
v UAR, Hungary v India, Italy v Taiwan, France v Peru), Aug 29 (4, Yugoslavia v Turkey, Bulgaria v
UAR and Argentina v Tunisia (2)), Sep 1 (5, Italy v Brazil (2, one stained), Peru v India, Denmark v
Tunisia and Turkey v UAR), Sep 5 (2, the Semi-Final), as well as Stadio Faminio-Calcio day tickets with
“ANNULLATO” hs for Aug 29, Sep 1, Sep 5 and Sep 6, very fine.

20454

CC J 

150 - 200

50 - 70

“Visit Viterbo” publicity vignettes in complete sheets in Italian, French, Spanish and German, with
legend translated as “The place of the ancient Etruscan games / Games of the XVII Olympiade”, fine to
very fine (4 sheets).
20455

80 - 100

F
1960 Small cover lot incl. ppc fkd 15L Olympic Issue with Olympic pmk of Stadio Olimpico 5.9.60 (the
day the boxing finals took place), same cancel of terme di Caracalla, also 15 covers with Russian values
for Rome Olympics, etc.

20456

CHINA: presentation pennant for “friendly brother-states” in dark-violet velvet, on one side with national
emblem of the People’s Republic of China, on other side golden inscriptiion and 1960 date underneath
the inscription, rare.

80 - 100
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20457

1964 Innsbruck silver commemorative medal, depicting the Court Church with Olympic legend on one
side and 4 different winter sports on the other, marked on the edge “G in triangle, crescent moon,
“1000”, fine.

30 - 40

20458

AUTOGRAPHS: 1964 Innsbruck ticket to the men’s 15km Nordic Combined event and signed by the
gold medal winner of that event Tormod Knutsen for Norway, very fine.

40 - 50

20459

1964 Innsbruck, two tickets, for men’s downhill and men’s 15km cross country.

50 - 70

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1964 Innsbruck

1964 Tokyo
20460

Olympic pennants from Czechoslovakia on soft carton (slight crease) and from Olympic Committee of
Poland on silk imitation, very decorative.

80 - 100

1968 Mexico
20461

Large metal plate, 45 cm, bronze coloured iron, showing Aztec design with Games legend in the border,
couple of rust spots.

30 - 50

1972 Sapporo

20462

1972 Sapporo official Press badge with white and yellow striped ribbon, badge face discoloured, fine
and scarce.
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180 - 240

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1972 Munich
20463

1972 Munich volunteer’s participation medal in white ceramic, 59x59mm, very fine.

30 - 40

20464

1972 Munich official Youth Camp badge, 25mm x 35mm, light blue inscribed bar, fine.

50 - 70

20465

1972 Munich official referee’s badge, 25mm x 35mm, orange inscribed bar, fine.

50 - 70

20466

1972 Munich official Radio-TV badge, 25mm x 35mm, green inscribed bar, fine.

50 - 70

20467

1972 Munich Team Official badge, 25mm x 35mm, blue inscribed bar, fine.

50 - 70

20468

1972 Munich official Press badge, 25mm x 35mm, green inscribed bar, fine.

40 - 50

20469

1972 Munich: Certificate for contributing to the success of the Olympic games, 280x296mm, corner
bend lower left otherwise fine.

20 - 30

20470

A

100 - 150

AJMAN: Two large handpainted essays on card for the Olympic issue, 40x70 cm, one with blue and
one with green background, showing a total of 16 different sporting images handpainted in watercolour
including those designs chosen for the issued stamps, overlayed with tracing paper, Japanese
notations, fine and attractive.
20471

1972 Munich, collection of paper memorabilia and books, incl. 2 volume official results, two official
results brochures for shooting and horse riding, official participant’s list for the horse riding events,
official brochure of all the running photo finishes, two press info books, “Olympia in München” official
magazines (5 diff.), Canada team’s Swimming book, various brochures inc. ones with tickets for the art
and music events, Siemens press release manuals for the Games, various small ephemera incl. signed
covers and a metal printing plaque, and some commemorative books.

20472

1972 Munich, collection of 18 plates (17 ceramic, one metal), with a variety of sizes and designs.

100 - 200

30 - 50

1976 Innsbruck
20473

1976 Innsbruck “BUNDESHEER” (Army) official badge, very fine.

40 - 50

20474

1976 Innsbruck “FUNKTIONÄR” (Functionary) official badge, fine.

40 - 50

20475

1976 Innsbruck complete set of bulletins (numbered 1 to 12/13) bound in blue leather with Games
logo inlay.

80 - 120

1976 Montreal
20476

1976 Montreal participation medal, some minor oxidisation otherwise fine.

60 - 80
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

20477

1976 Montreal “Officiel d’Équipe” (Team Official) official badge, very fine.

20478

1976 Montreal “Radio-TV” official badge, very fine.

40 - 50

20479

1976 Montreal “Presse” official badge, fine.

40 - 50

20480

1976 Olympic Day pair of diplomas, one for commemorating the Olympic day and the delivery of the
Olympic Flame to Montreal, the other for participating in the Olympic day marathon, both dated June
15th 1976, both with some creasing.

40 - 50

20481

1976 Montreal Official Report, English text, 304x217mm, HB, set of 3 volumes (missing the original
slipcase), number 734 out of 1’400 English versions, very fine.

100 - 150

20481A

1976 Montreal official results booklet and 45 black & white photographs by George Herringshaw (mostly
of the men's and women's finals).

100 - 150

20482

1976 Montreal set of four uncirculated silver coins (two $5 and two $10) in plastic cases, held in the
original presentation case, very fine.

30 - 40

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

1980 Lake Placid
20483

F

80 - 100

1980 Olympic Games Lake Placid - cover lot including official envelope of Organizing Committee with
Olympic metermark, also div. issues resp. pmks of other countries, olympic flights covers, etc.

1980 Moscow
20484

1980 Moscow participation medal in original case, very fine.

80 - 100

20485

1980 Moscow participation medal, very fine.

50 - 60

20486

1980 Moscow replica participation medal in solid silver in smaller size, 40mm diameter, marked
“FEINSILBER 1000/00” on edge, very fine.

40 - 50

20487

F / 130

180 - 240

1980 (19.7./3.8.) 9 admission tickets for opening & closing ceremony, Cycling (2 diff.), boxing (3 diff.),
Athletics track & field Lenin Stadium and basketball, partly also ‘franked’ mostly Olympic stamps and
the respective postmarks, unusual lot.

1984 Sarajevo
20488

1984 Sarajevo participation medal in its original box, fine.

20489

130

60 - 80
440 - 500

1984 Sarajevo large VIP participation medal (77x85mm) in its original box, very fine.
20490

1984 Sarajevo athlete’s badge with orange ribbon, very fine.
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60 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1984 Los Angeles official report, French edition, still in shipping box and unopened original packaging.

100 - 150

1984 Los Angeles
20491

1988 Calgary
20492

1988 Calgary participation medal in original box, very fine.

40 - 60

20493

1988 Calgary official posters (2), one entitled “Come Together in Calgary” with three rings showing
competitors in different Winter events on white background, and other also titled “Come Together in
Calgary” showing Games logo above Calgary skyline (central tear), both in plastic frames.

30 - 40

1988 Seoul

20494

1988 Seoul commemorative gold and silver medals in a presentation case, with 50’000 Won Turtle Boat
in gold, 25’000 Won in gold and fiver medals in silver, officially licensed by the Organising Committee,
very fine.

1’000 - 1’500

1992 Albertville
20495

120 - 150

130
1992 Albertville participation medal incl. original box, some minor oxidisation on one side, fine.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20496

1992 Albertville gilt plaque, 6x9 cm, 205g, showing enamelled white snowflake with red Olympians in
various Winter Olympic events, legend at foot, and reverse with “8 au 23 Fevrier 1992” and all the towns
involved in hosting the Games, very fine and scarce.

150 - 200

20497

F collection 

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20496

20499

60 - 100

1992 Albertville accumulation of covers and postcards as well as paper ephemera & memorabilia filling
three large boxes, thousands of postcards and covers with commemorative and slogan cancels, as
about a comprehensive collection as you can get on this Games.

1992 Barcelona
20498

1992 Paris Candidate City group of memorabilia incl. publicity folder (with brochures and gifts) with
vinyl bag, a few folders with printed envelopes and paper and three scarves (one silk in original box).

20499

1992 Barcelona VIP participation medal, gilt, fine and scarce.

440 - 500

20500

1992 Barcelona VIP participation medal, gilt, fine and scarce.

440 - 500
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40 - 50

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20501

CC H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

140 - 180

1992 Barcelona Olympic Games - Issue of Ukraine (participating for the 1st time) miniature sheet for
medal winner in 14 MNH and 14 used original packets of 100 each, Mi € 8400.

1994 Lillehammer
20502

120 - 150

130
1994 Lillehammer souvenir Olympic torch (same design as the proper torch but reduced in size) with
wooden stand, very fine.

20503

1994 Lillehammer candidate city poster with Games logo and legend at foot on white background, fine.

40 - 50

20504

1994 Lillehammer group of 40 unused tickets, with 3 for the Closing Ceremony otherwise all different,
very fine.

40 - 60

1996 Atlanta
20505

1996 Athens candidate city poster showing laurel branch on a bronze background and entitled “The
Golden Olympics”, 49x68 cm, very fine.

40 - 50

20506

1996 Athens Candidate City box of memorabilia incl. a large white flag and a large blue flag, t-shirt, silk
scarf, 19 pennants with stands, a necklace in original box, six button pins plus a duplicated group of
pamphlets.

30 - 50

20507

1996 Athens bid book in 6 volumes, missing the case and cassettes, scarce.

30 - 50

20508

1996 Atlanta participation medal with original pouch and box, very fine.

60 - 80

20509

140

60 - 80

1996 Atlanta complete collection of RUSSIA NOC pins for the various teams (25), Olympic Committee
pins (4), Russian House, participant’s torch pin, plus 1994 Lillehammer Olympic Committee pin and
three 200 Sydney pins, a scarce assembly (40).
20510

400 - 600

130
1996 Olympic Centennial set of three proof coins from Australia in 1993 in presentation case, incl. $200
gold coin (0.917, 17g) and two silver coins, faults to case.

20511

400 - 600

130
1996 Olympic Centennial set of three proof coins from Canada in 1992 in presentation case (faults), incl.
$175 gold coin (0.917, 17g) and two silver coins.

20512

300 - 400

140
1996 Olympic Centennial 50r gold proof coin from Russia in presentation case (0.999, 7.78g).

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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20512ex1

20512ex2
20515ex

20516

20534ex

20532ex
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20540ex

20535ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2000 Sydney

20513

20513

20514

2000 Sydney gold stamp of Slovakia in presentation case (0.986, 13.96g).

400 - 600

2002 Salt Lake City
20514

2002 Salt Lake City gold stamp of Slovakia in presentation case (0.986, 13.96g).

20515

140

400 - 600
80 - 120

2002 Salt Lake City White House presentation folder promoting the Games on behalf of the Bid
Committee with signed photo of President George Bush with dedication to a member of the Olympic
Council of Malaysia, photo of the city and a letter still in the envelope, folder a little soiled, photo very fine.

2004 Athens
20516

700 - 900

140
2004 Athens official torch, used, incl. original tube container.

20517

2004 Athens commemorative gold and silver medals for the Chinese Olympic Committee in a red
presentation case, gold medal 0.999 1/10oz, silver coin 0.999 1oz, very fine.

80 - 100

20518

2004 Athens complete set of 28 Alpha Bank pins (still on their cards) depicting the different events
plus the display frame, as well as three other Alpha Bank pins showing the Games logos and mascots.

30 - 50

20519

C

20 - 30

collection 

2004 Athens memorabilia group, incl. a few pins, publicity material for credit cards, several brochures
and pamphlets, an unused ticket for Aug 27th, and an empty glass bottle of water depicting the mascots.

2008 Beijing
20520

2008 Beijing World Olympics Stamp Exhibition award plaque with gold-plated(?) medal, 8.5 cm
diameter, in perspex frame, incl. original wooden box.

200 - 300

20521

2008 Beijing commemorative gold plated medals in a presentation case depicting Olympic venues,
officially licensed by the Organising Comittee, very fine.

50 - 80
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20522

CC F collection 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

2008 Beijing accumulation of stamps, postcards and paper ephemera/memorabilia filling 8 large boxes,
incl. stamp presentation books, folders with China souvenir sheets of medal winners and mascots,
many commemorative postcards, covers & cancels, postal stationery letter cards, items of note incl.
an ornate presentation case of Olympic stamp telephone cards & stamped postcard telephone cards,
a sheet of stamps in a presentation scroll, some memorabilia incl. Organising Committee presentation
plate, a great hoard for a dealer.

2010 Vancouver
20523

CC F 

30 - 50

2010 Vancouver accumulation filling one large box, with stamps, covers, commemorative cancels,
postcards and paper memorabilia/ephemera (incl. publications for the press).

2012 London
20524

London 2012 group of five “Candidate City” large banners, three in vinyl and two in fabric, two of the
vinyl with white background (some soiling to both) and one with red, and one fabric banner with white
background and one with “Make Britain Proud” in red, unusual.

30 - 50

2016 Rio de Janeiro
20525

2016 Rio participation medals in original presentation boxes for the Olympics and Paralympics, very fine.

70 - 90

Autographs
20526

Roger Federer signed tennis programme from the Ebel Classic in 1991, signed in gold pen, very fine.

40 - 50

20527

SKIING: Group of four items signed by Swiss skiers from the 2000s, incl. 2002 Salt Lake City card
signed by 8 skiers incl. Simon Ammann, picture card of himself signed by Ammann, one signed Andreas
Kuettel and one by a female downhill skier.

40 - 50

Literature
20528

Collection of CANDIDATE CITY BID BOOKS/REPORTS incl. 1992 Sofia (2 books), 1992 Brisbane (1
volume in ring-binder), 1992 Anchorage (1 volume, cassette and slipcase), 1994 Anchorage (4 volumes
in slipcase), 1996 Manchester (1 volume), 2002 Poprad-Tatry (3 volumes), 2002 Graz (3 volumes in
slipcase), 2004 Stockholm (3 volumes + environmental brochure in slipcase), 2004 Seville (1 volume),
2004 St. Petersburg (3 volumes), 2004 Lille (3 volumes in slip case, still sealed), 2004 Rio (3 volumes
incl. slipcase), 2004 Cape Town (3 volumes incl. slipcase, still sealed), plus 1998 Nagano Graphic
Standards Manual.
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Collections and Miscellaneous Lots
20529

40 - 60

CC C F 
1900-16, Group of covers, postcards and vignettes, incl. 1900 with two picture cards, 1904 with 3
World’s Fair cards/cancels, four 1908 incl. Expo vignette tied, 1912 Stockholm with two Olympic roller
cancels (9th May on the day of Tennis and 5th June) and five official vignettes, and 1916 incl. two
vignettes, ordinary picture postcard of the stadium and unused ppc of a German rider advertising the
Games, useful lot for a beginner collector.

20530

200 - 300

C F L
1900-1960, Small balance lot incl. forged 1900 25l on 40l on cover, 1925 Congress used postal
stationery card, 1928 official ppc with Football (unused, creased), 1920 Antwerp wrapper for a series of
“VIIe OLYMPIADE” postcards, 1912 (Jul 22) Olympic roller cancel on the day of the Yacht racing, 1936
Garmisch-Partenkirchen registered cover with set, and 1964 Lake Placid “HOME OF THE WINTER
OLYMPICS” meter franking on cover, plus a small mint selection of Olympic related stamps and a
silvered 1940 Helsinki commemorative medal (needs cleaning) (7 covers/cards, 27 stamps).

20531

70 - 100

CC C H G F 
1904-60, Mixed group of stamps and more modern covers with some nice vignettes incl. 1924 Swiss
Cycling, 1928 St. Moritz (2 diff.), 1936 Berlin, mix of Olympic stamps mint and used incl. Monaco 1940
imperf. set of 9, covers with 1948 London (9, philatelic and commercial), 1948 St. Moritz, 1956 Cortina,
plus a small mint or used collection of Greece from 1920s-60s.

20532

300 - 400

140
1924-61, Group of 88 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing French football, mostly club
teams incl. Racing Club France and Coupe de France matches, many at the Colombes stadium, some
with mark ups for printing.

20533

1924-36 Group of 32 photos from Jack Weber, US Olympic track & field coach from 1924 to 1936,
depicting him and athletes at various athletics meetings, range of sizes, an interesting lot.

100 - 150

20534

140

100 - 150

1926-51, Group of 26 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing tennis, incl. Davis Cup (11),
Jean Borota of France (14) in scenes at Wimbledon etc., and one of the Argentinean Lawn Tennis
Association, some with markings for printing.
20535

300 - 400

140
1928-53, Group of 48 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing Italian football, the national
team and club teams, several marked up for printing, a few with some damage, scarce and a great lot
for the specialist.

20536

150 - 200

144
1929-62, Group of 31 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing English football, both the
international team and domestic teams such as Spurs, Portsmouth, Chelsea, Arsenal, etc., FA Cup
games incl. 1931, 1935 and 1959 finals, etc., a few with some damage or markings up for printing.

20537

1928-32, Group of 50 press photos from the sporting club “Club Universitario de Buenos Aires” (CUBA),
mostly showing the members and building but with half-a-dozen showing sporting scenes of swimming,
fencing, indoor paddle tennis and basketball, plus two ink drawings of people playing indoor paddle
tennis and of the building.

100 - 150

20538

144

100 - 150

1930-34, Group of 11 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing the 1930 & 1934 World Cups,
incl. one of Jules Rimet, match scenes and team photos of the Mexico team, one of Chile team, many
marked up for printing, some with damage, scarce.
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20536ex
20538ex

20539ex

20543ex

20547ex
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20541ex

20546ex

20557ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20539

144

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

1928-48, Group of 18 original PRESS PHOTOS from an Argentinean press company, mostly from the
Olympic Games, incl. three 1928 Amsterdam photos of 100m & 200m Gold medallist Percy Williams
of Canada (one faulty), 1936 Berlin photo showing winner & 2nd place in the women’s diving, 11 from
1948 London showing 110m hurdles, five of Argentinean marathon runner Eusebio Guinez and four of
the Wembley stadium, plus three of women’s figure skaters in 1936 & 1937.
20540

80 - 100

140
1926-36, GOLF: Group of 7 original PRESS PHOTOS (plus 1 piece) from an Argentinean press company,
incl. five & the piece depicting Percy Alliss (one of the leading English professional golfers in the 1920s
and 1930s) incl. one with “his new steel shafted brassie” in 1933, a a lady at the 1927 Herne Bay Open
Championship and one of the 1910 Jubilee of the Golfing Championship diploma.

20541

40 - 60

144
1930-34, BASKETBALL: Group of 12 original PRESS PHOTOS from an Argentinean press company
depicting Argentinean club and national teams, incl. from the 1930 South American Championship in
Montevideo, one from 1934 South American Championship, the rest seemingly showing club ter.

20542

150 - 200

F
1932-62, Sports: Group of 42 better commemorative sets and singles on commercial and philatelic
covers (many FDCs) plus 5 postcards of 1962 cycling (Italy) and skiing (France) World Championships,
a nice mixture.

20543

200 - 300

144
1932-66, Group of 93 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing rugby, mostly of Belgrano
Athletic Club and Pucará, two noted from international matches (example illustrated between New
Zealand and France in 1951), some with mark ups for printing.

20544

80 - 100

F
1932-1964 Cover lot from Lake Placid (1932) to Tokyo & Innsbruck (1964).

20545

1937-96, Group of participation medals, commemorative medals incl. Coubertin and coins, with
“Education physique / offert par le Ministre” gilt bronze medal, 50 mm, engraved by Morlon with legend
on one side and head of Marianne, in original box; 1937 “The Revival of the Olympic Games” Coubertin
commemorative medal; 1980 Moscow sets of silver coins in two presentation cases; 1988 Calgary
participation medal; 1988 Seoul participation medal; 1990 75th Anniversary of the IOC medal; 1994 IOC
Centenary medal in Cyrillic showing Pierre de Coubertin; three 1996 commemorative medals/coins incl.
1896 Athens commemorative medal depicting Coubertin on one side and reverse with “Deutschland”,
Greek 1896-1996 Athens commemorative medal depicting the stadium on one side and 1996 Atlanta
1’000 forint commemorative silver coin; four replica winners medals (1904 St Louis centennial medal,
1920 Antwerp replica gold medal, 1924 Chamonix replica bronze medal and 1948 St Moritz replica
gold medal).

150 - 200

20546

144

150 - 200

1953-64, Group of 59 press photos from an Argentinean archive showing Argentinean football, all but
one from a 1953 friendly match between Argentina and Spain (Argentina won 1-0), some with markings
for printing.
20547

80 - 100

144
1956-59, WOMEN’S FOOTBALL: Group of 38 original PRESS PHOTOS from an Argentinean press
company depicting women’s football in Argentina, with a mixture of action shots and team photos, an
unusual lot.

20548

1958 SPORTS GYMNASTIQUE WCS MOSKVA 1958: Large presentation pennant in red & gold with a
large medal type metal work attached to the pennant showing a gymnast in front of Fujiyama Mountain
and inscription underneath “Presented to the Federation Gymnastique de Hongrie from Nippon Taiso
Kyokai 1958 “, rare.

80 - 100
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20549

G F DFE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

120 - 150

1968-2012, Accumulation of covers, cards, souvenir folders, ppc’s, etc. in shoe box, noted several
Commitee’s covers, div. cards or covers with original signatures of officials or participants, etc., approx
240 items.
20550

CC F 

100 - 150

1972-92, Collection of stamps, postmarks, postcards and ephemera in 14 albums from Sumer and
Winter Games, mostly with FDCs, commemorative cancels and covers, one album with non-sport
Canada FDCs.
20551

1972-96, Group of RUSSIAN medals incl. 1972 Sapporo Russian Olympic team medal in original
presentation case, three 1972 Munich Russian Olympic Team participation medals (two the same,
one different), 1980 Olympic International Youth Camp medal, 1992 Albertville Russian Olympic team
participation pair of medals in original presentation case, 1996 Atlanta Russian Olympic Team participation
medal in original box, 1996 Atlanta Russian Olympic Committee medal in original presentation case,
1998 Nagano Russian Olympic team medal in original presentation case plus two team pins, mostly
very fine, plus 1980 Moscow participation medal, 1972 Sapporo silver commemorative medal, 50mm,
weight 106g, hallmarked, in original plastic presentation case.

200 - 300

20552

1972-2004, Group of FOOTBALL TICKETS + 1 1968 Mexico football programme, all unused complete
with tabs, incl. 1972 (4), 1988 Seoul (2), 1992 Barcelona (4), 2004 Athens (1), plus 1972 Munich Olympic
venue guide.

70 - 100

20553

F

100 - 150

1975-2003 GREECE: cover group with pmks of antic Olympia, special cancels of official Olympic
academies, etc., several Committee covers of Greek committee, unusual lot.
20554

1990-94 Candidate City group of memorabilia incl. 1994 Anchorage small stone statue of a polar bear,
many stickers from 1994 & 1996 Lausanne, 1992 Paris press pack with documents and gifts with
vinyl bag plus two scarfs, 1992 Amsterdam wooden box, 1990 75th Anniversary of the IOC medal, by
Huguenin, etc.

40 - 50

20555

1997-2004, Group with 2004 Olymphilex medal in case, 2004 Chinese silver commemorative medal
(0.999, 1oz) in case, 1997 Shanghai National Games set of 8 commemorative medals (gilt and silver) in
case, and 2002 non-sport Chinese silver medal (0.999, 40g) (11 medals).

100 - 200

20556

C

100 - 200

VIGNETTES: Group of 19 Cinderella/poster stamps incl. 1906 block of four (creased) in red, 1912
Stockholm torch runner, 1912 poster in French and imperf. German, 1914 Alexandria (minor faults), 1924
Swiss Rowing Assoc. for 1924 Paris (2), 1928 International Horse jumping in Geneva, “Pro Finnland”
S.O.C. 10c fund raising stamp, two different Polish OC 1940 fund-raising stamps and Latvia 1940
Olympics vignette, with WINTER GAMES incl. 1913 Nordiska Spelen, two 1914 Bayer. Wintersport, and
a “Winter in Bayern” vignette, as well as 7 Winter Games related postcards incl. one from 1955 signed
by athletes incl. Toni Mark, a nice group.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Football
20557

200 - 300

F / 144
1912-56, Group of 4 football related covers/cards incl. 1912 Stockholm Olympic Committee for
Football printed postcard inviting the recipient to a meeting, franked with 5ö stamp and sent locally;
1917 “Union Belge des Sociétés de Football Association” printed envelope from Liège to Brussels with
German Occupation 5c & 10c franking, censored, very fine and rare, plus 1919 envelope sent unfranked
by Franchise Militaire to the same football association; Angola 1936 Lusitano Sport Club “Football
Champions of the Benguela District” printed envelope, with 5c, 10c & 20c franking to London; 1955
(Jun 21) Polish Olympic Committee 2zl fund raising stamp (depicting football) tied by Wroclaw machine
cancel addressed to the Polish Olympic Committee, plus single stamp.

20558

80 - 100

F
1922 Postcard of Nurnberg FC, written by Otto Nerz, manager of the German national team from 1923
to 1936, sent from Nurenberg to Frankfurt, fine.

20559

1928-38 Group of 14 press photos of the Italian national football team, plus a reduced picture postcard
and a magazine clipping, mixed condition.

200 - 260

20560

F / 150

100 - 150

1930 World Cup: 1930 Envelope from Uruguay to Buenos Aires with World Cup machine cancel “EN
1930 EUROPA Y AMERICA DISPUTARAN SUPREMACIAS EN FOOTBALL”, very fine.
20561

1931 Original press agency photo of the Italian national team which played against Hungary in December
1931, remembered for the famous goal scored by Renato Cesarini in the last minute of the game.

80 - 100

20571
20562

20562

750 - 1’000

F
1934 World Cup 5L+2L50 on cover in combination with 1934 Anniversary of Fiume 2L55+2L and
2L75+2L50, sent registered from Trieste to Luxembourg, arrival bs, overpaying the correct rate by 5c
but still a non-philatelic usage and rare as such.

20563

200 - 300

F / 150
1934 World Cup: Publicity card showing globe & football field ‘CAMPIONATI MONDIALI DI CALCIO
ITALIA MAGGIO GIUGNO 1934. XII’ franked at back WCS issue 25c & 50c and signatures of Czech
public participants, at front margins 2 thins, round corner but very scarce.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20564

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

22’000 - 25’000

1934 World Cup: A Gold medal exhibition collection of the usages of the Italian 1934 World Cup issue,
written up on 79 pages, ordered by internal rates, then foreign rates with destination interest, and finally
Colonial usages, with registered, express, official usages, commercial mail, airmails, express airmails,
foreign destinations incl. Italian Colonies in Africa, China, Egypt, Uruguay, Chile, Dutch Indies, etc.,
with a wide range of rates incl. high value frankings such as 10+5L & 75c paying the correct rate to
Switzerland, 1934 Argentina Zeppelin Flight to Chile; then Colonies issues (20 covers) incl. usages from
Tripoli, Eritrea with 5L on 1934 Zeppelin to Brazil, Aegean Island overprints from Calino, Capri, Rhodes
incl. 1934 Graf Zeppelin Argentina Flight to Peru, cover from Coo with six 20c, etc., with 14 items in the
collection with certificates, and in generally very good condition, a fantastic collection for the football
enthusiast that has been a lifetime's work for the vendor and hence would be extremely difficult to
replicate with such unusual and varied usages (107 items).
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20560

20563

20565

20568

20570

20572

20573
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20575

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

20565

F / 150

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

120 - 150

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 1938 Postcard sent from Stockholm, Sweden, the day after the Czech team beat
Sweden 6-2 in a friendly in Stockholm (in between fixtures during the 1938 World Cup), signed by the
starting Czech 11 (Burkert, Burger, Daucik, Kostalek, Boucek, Kopecky, Horak, Senecky and Nejedly),
fine and rare.
20566

1940 Original press agency photo of the Italian national team which played against Hungary in Genoa
on December 1.

80 - 100

20567

1945-56, Fantastic collection of press photos pictures, postcards, signatures of the Italian national
players and teams, incl. 16 unused illustrated cards of players by Giesse, 12 items signed by many of
the players, official picture postcards, etc., a very difficult assembly (48 items).

3’600 - 4’000

20568

F / 150

120 - 150

1946 (Dec 27) Postcard with the signature of Ernst Happel and other famous players of Rapid Vienna:
the Austrian “Wunderteam” (Wagner, Koerner, Gernhardt, Zeman etc.), possibly sent during the team’s
winter training camp.
Note: In the 70’s and the 80’s Ernst Happel became one of the most celebrated European Managers,
three times Champion’s Cup winner with Feyenoord and Hamburg HSV.
20569

1950 WORLD CUP: Ticket for the match between Portugal and Spain on April 9th, unused with stubs,
very fine.

20570

F / 150

40 - 50
150 - 200

1952 Postcard mailed from Vienna with the signatures of the “Golden Team” of Hungary, with Racoczy,
Puskas, Grosics, Czibor, Kocsis, Boszsic, Budai, etc., scarce football item.
20571

180 - 240

F / 147
1954 Postcard sent from Stockholm to Budapest in August with the signatures of Budapest Honved FC
team players (Puskas, Lorant, Boszik, Kocsis etc.).

20572

180 - 240

F / 150
1954 Postcard mailed from Vienna on April 17, 1954 with the signatures of the Budapest Honved FC
team players (Puskas, Kocsis, Czibor, Boszik, Lorant etc.).

20573

150 - 200

F / 150
1955 Postcard sent from Cairo to Budapest with the signatures of legendary Budapest Honved FC team
players (Kocsis, Boszik, Czibor, Tichy etc.), fine.

20574

100 - 150

F
1958 Postcard mailed from Moscow to Vienna with the signatures of Austria Vienna team players, plus
postcard mailed from Katowice in 1960 with the signatures of MTK Budapest players (Matrai, Gelei,
Lantos, Sipos etc.).

20575

160 - 200

F / 150
1964 Postcard mailed from Belgrade in September 1964 on the occasion of the charity match
Yugoslavia vs. Rest of Europe for the benefit of the population affected by the Skopje earthquake of
1963 with the signatures of Eusebio, Simoes, Seeler, Jascin, Masopust, Schnellinger, Matrai and other
famous players, scarce.

20576

1966 World Cup official souvenir programme, very fine.

80 - 100

20577

1974-82 World Cups: Three World Cup 7” singles by the German Football team for the 1974, 1978 and
1982 World Cups, with original covers, unusual!

20578

1986 FIFA CONGRESS in Mexico official badge with ribbon, very fine.

50 - 60
80 - 100
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Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / Schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations
au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts
sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les
descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau
de l’illustration ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation.
Des scans supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple
demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
Rue des Barques 4
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch

Your contacts

Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte

Fernando Martínez
CEO

Daniel Flesher
CFO / COO

Marcus Orsi
Senior Philatelist

Guy Croton
Senior Philatelist

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

International Representative Luca Lucarelli,
Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer
Outside Philatelists and Agents Tony Banwell, Darío Díez,
Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández Rocha,
Devlan Kruck, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo, Pedro Meri,
Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis, Pierre Wertheimer
Administration Andreia Pereira

David Feldman
International Auctioneers

Accounts & Finance Dimitri Toulemonde

Tel +41 22 727 07 77

Design Steve Boudenne, Andrea Villa, Georgia Williams

info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Information Technology Octoplus Solutions Sàrl
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Client Relations Marina Poncioni

Marketing & Organisation Estelle Leclère

50 t

Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

museumofphilately.com

The G. B. Horton Collection of King Edward
Available by Private Treaty

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
davidfeldman.com

50 t

VII Essays, Proofs & Stamps 1901 to 1911

Contact us today
to find out more details
info@davidfeldman.com

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that
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 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
c
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.

Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must pay a minimum of
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date.
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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Location

Lieu / Standort
Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.
From Cornavin Train Station: 18 minutes by tram 14
(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes)
From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)

Cornavin Train Station
(tram 14)

Les Esserts
(tram 14)
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Geneva Airport
(7 km)
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(bus 23)
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Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia,
Cyprus, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, USA.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com
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Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Twenty-nine titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
for every enthusiast
collecting any of the
subjects comprised
in the series.

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Geneva Area Hotels

Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 6
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Hôtel des Horlogers
Route de Saint-Julien 135
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
sites.google.com/view/des-horlogers-hotel

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 8
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva

Tiffany Hôtel
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
hotel-tiffany.ch

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

Auberge de Confignon
Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
auberge-confignon.ch

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva
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Absentee / Telephone Bid Form

Olympic Games and Football - Geneva - December 13th, 2021
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Shipping instructions:

First name ............................................................................................................... Last name ...............................................................................................................

   FedEx (no P.O. Box)
R
 egistered Mail

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

(P.O. Box and home

Shipping address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address)

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

H
 old for collection

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

   Other (please specify):

Home address, if P.O. Box above ........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................   Email .................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:                    € 5
€ 100 - 200:                  € 10
€ 200 - 500:                  € 20
€ 500 - 1’000:               € 50
€ 1’000 - 2’000:            € 100
€ 2’000 - 5’000:            € 200
€ 5’000 - 10’000:          € 500
€ 10’000 - 20’000:        € 1’000
€ 10’000 - 20’000:        € 1’000
€ 20’000 - 50’000:        € 2’000
€ 50’000 - 100’000:      € 5’000
In case of a tied bid, please
increase my bid(s):
1 bid step
10%
25%

   Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.
   I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website.
Location, date: .................................................................................................................................................Signature: .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva
Switzerland

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.
Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

From:

Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

